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Edinburgh Lab~ur MP Gavin Strang addresses Monday's lobby.

This week began with a large and noisy demonstration by
students in Edinburgh as Scottish MPs arrived at the Grand
Committee to debate Higher Education in Scotland. Local
Labour MP Gavin Strang was one of many Opposition MPs
. who met the students. The protests came as Edinburgh
University's Students' Association were finishing plans for
by Jane Kelly

Lottery 300 will take
priority in EUSA's Education
Action Week, to be launched
at Monday night's General
Meeting in Pollock Halls.
The £300 total prizemoney represents the 17% decrease in the
real value of the student grant
smce 1979 and it is hoped the
Week will encourage much more
student awareness of government
education cuts. Yet another £70
will effectively be cut from the full
grant next year along with the
proposed Social Security cuts
affecting students.
The Students' Association continues its long-standing campaign
against education cuts by urging
students to join in the free draw
and also to put pressure on relevant MPs, mainly by attending a
lobby of local MPs on Saturday I st
February.
The draw of 12 prizes of £25
each is to be made on Friday
night , 31st January, in each of the
unions. To enter, each student
must write a letter to his local
Edinburgh MP, expressing conc_ern about cuts in higher education and in student financial support. The addresses and cons_tituencies of MPs will be published in Midweek and Student,
and at information desks to be set

Arts angle ...

their own full-scale Education Week of protests against
continued Government · cutbacks in student grants and
allowances. Student brings you three news reports about next
week's Education Week, what exactly was .said inside the
Scottish Grand Committee, and who was pro~esting about
what at the lobby ~utside.

up around the University during of State for Scotland, or Sir Keith
·t he week. Each letter handed over Joseph .
Throughout the week there will
at the information desks will
receive a lottery ticket, and the be a series of lunchtime public
more people that students write to meetings with the various politica/ ·
the more lottery tickets they can parties giving their opinions on.
earn, for example, the Secretary .education as well as the distribu-

Stanley Baxter
interviewed
-pages8& 9
Much more Music ...

tion of leaflets and Midweek Specials.
The format launch of the Education Action Week at the GM
will also include three motions
concerning university cuts, stu-

The Styngrites

Continued on page 2

Clark condemns
meeting intimidation
The intimidation of the EU

Palestinian debate was over.
More disturbingly, "pretend
Friends of Palestine S~1ety at guns" were pointed at those
the debate a! last terii_i s A<?M speaking for the Palestinians and
was the subject for d1scuss10n notably Nada Ei-Yassir , who
at last Tuesday's SRC meet- seconded the original motion and
ing.
who is herself a Palestinian.
Whilst summing up at the end of
During the debate between the the debate, Jenny Glynn , the
Palestinian supporters and a proposer of the original motion,
group of University Zionists , the was so distressed that she was
Friends of Palestine were so moved°to tears.
intimidated that they were, it is
_Mr _Clark went on to say that
reported, scared to speak and
this 1s only. _on_e ?f several
even moved to tears .
Speaking to Student, External instan~es of mt1m1dahon against
Convener David Clark, who the Fnends of Palestme. In the
raised the issue at the SRC, last International Week, for
·reported that there were 'spec- example, a meeting was disrupted
tators' in the balcony photograph- and on .the day of the GM people
ing only the Palestinian speakers. were_ shouted down. a_t a similar
estmian supporAnd, even more suspiciously, Mr meetin~ffjq
Clark himself was photographed. ters.
fronted !It a
T . issue was
in the audience, having spoken in
meeting last
favour of the Palestinians. The rece Labour Cl
term
en
Davi
ark
noticed a
photographers left as soon as the
.
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woman sitting at the. back of the
meeting; busily wnt_mg down
everything that was being said . ·
_ He_ brought up the sub1ect of
mt1m1dat10n and a_sked _\he
woman to comment, with part1cular reference to the photographs
which had been taken at the
AGM. The woman, who turned
out to be. Pres1d~nt of .Henot' Wat_t Umvers1ty s Umon of
Jewish Students - or so David
Clark has been told - was surprised and flustered and denied
that she has been involved.
David Clark is speculative as to
who is at the root of the trouble,
and at the SRC it was decided not
to force the issue. However, regulations for non-students have
been put forward and a ban has
_ been imposed on all photographers - at general meetings
unless they are accredited by
EUSA Secretary Robbie Foy.
Prue Jeffreys
.
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• Grand committee politics inside and outside

Students lobby as MPs talk
by Alastair Dalton

by Devin Scobie

Over 200 students from
nineteen Scottish colleges and
universities staged a demonstration outside the Assembly
Building, to impress on MPs
arrivmg for · the Scottish
Grand Committee meeting
the effect on students of the
proposed cuts in grants and
benefits.

Inside the Scottish Grand
Committee
Chamber, a
packed public and press gallery heard the new Secretary
of State for Scotland debate
the controversial Scottish
Tertiary Education Advisory
Council report with Shadow
Secretary Donald Dewar.
Malcolm Rifkind opened the
debate with a fierce defence of the
Government's overall policy
towards Higher Education in
Scotland. To oppostion jeers, he
argued that "the present Government strongly believes that participation in higher education
should be encouraged".
Who dropped that ten-pound note?
Shadow Secretary of State
Donald Dewar opened the oppos- was the unprecedented occurrition 's reply with a terse word of ence of an AUT strike last Wedwelcome to the new Scottish nesday. "
Mr Dewar also highlighted the
Office supremo. "We on the
opposition benches wish him well, cumulative drop of 20%, in real
because he does indeed inherit terms , of the level of student
some quite formidable problems grants since 1979, "and of course
from his predecessor." Mr Dewar we've got Fowler as well". In a
remarked that one of the "few reference to the Fowler review of
positive aspects of the report" was Social Services, Donald Dewar
that it recognised the value of highlighted how students are
likely to be still furth er affected by
higher education in Scotland.
Continuing a strong speech , Mr Government cuts to housing
Dewar outlined what he saw as benefit and social security paythe miserable and deteriorating . ments during vacations.
state of higher education in ScotStudent spoke to a number of
land . "There is a feeling of crisis in Opposition
MPs,
including
Scotland's universities," he said. Donald Dewar and SNP leader
"Lecturers have faced a substan- Gordon Wilson , who all weltial fall in salaries since 1979, the comed the large NUS demonstranumbers admitted to universities tion when the MPs were arriving.
have fallen , morale within the Labour Shadow Foreign Affairs
teaching community at Scottish spokesman and a former Edin- ·
universities has fallen, and there burgh University SRC President,

Gaudie
su·r vey
A survey published recently in
Goudie, the Aberdeen student
newspaper, reveal that, in comparison to students from other
faculties , law students have the
most overdrafts.
Well over three-quarters of law
students appear to be overdrawn
compared to 70.5 per cent of scientists. Michael Devlin. the
EUSA President. suggested that
this could be a consequence of the
large number of expensive books
required on law courses.
Furthermore over a quarter of
law students have part-time
employment in order to finance
their university careers. This is
compared with 24 per cent in arts
and 12 per cent in science.
The survey also shows that 65
per cent of law students receive
full parental contrib~tion "as
opposed to 62 per cent -in sciences
and just over half in arts.
The President and Deputy
President of EUSA expressed surprise in response to these figures,
but both saw the survey as being a
reflection of the " ridiculous situation" in universities in Britain
todav.
EUSA's Deputy President,
Harry Elwin. whilst seeing the
whole survey as a possible "sarcastic spoof', put forward the
view that students borrow according to their chances of employment once they have left university. Thus the more vocational
students, such as those aspiring to
be lawyers, see themselves as
being able to pay off the overdraft.
Linda Davies

George Foulkes , commented on
the students' lobby . "I think all
the Conservatives feel they're
under seige in there! It's certainly
a very well-organised demonstration , with a good turnout , and I
think it'll make a good impression. I think a demonstration like
this will get it over to Members of
Parliament who might not have
realised the strength of feeling
there is amongst students , and
there are certainly some Tories
who should realise that.
SNP leader Gordon Wilson felt
that the demonstration was "very
good", because it helped spotlight
some of the particular problems
which were facing higher education in Scotland. "I hope that the
Conservative MPs will be able to
learn from this, and hopefully
realise that it's time to change a lot
of their policies. "

• KBU General Meeting previewed

GM-Convener
condemned
In the run-up to the KBU Gen- number of surveys recently to find
eral Meeting on the 30th January , '·out what sort of service students
a dispute has broken out between would like and he believes KBU
King's Buildings Union Commit- _would give the students what they
tee of Management and the Sci- want.
ence Students' Council (SSC)·
over the proposed affi liation of
Paul Davies believes that if
the KB Union (KBU) with the KBU joined with EUSA a better
Students' Association (EUSA).
catering service could be provided. He argues that by putting
Science Students' Council Con- the issue to a referendum students
vener Paul Davies has proposed a can show which service they
motion to be put to the KBU Gen- would prefer.
eral Meeting resolving that a
, Mr Low claims that a referenreferendum should be held to see
where science students stand on dum is unnecessary since the
the issue of affiliation . However, KBU Committee is a body of stuat the same meeting, another dents elected by students to repremotion proposed by last year's sent their views and it has already
KBU President , Murray Low, made a decision to run the catercould be discussed reprimanding ing itself. In addition , he accuses
the Science Students' Council for Mr Davies of holding up much
"acting in an undemocratic man- needed renovation of the kitchner , contrary to the interests of ens, since planning permission
cannot be sought until after this
the members of KBU ".
dispute has been settled.
At the centre of the dispute is
the catering service at KBU. At
present , catering is carried out by
the University's Catering Services
Department. However, they are
not intending to renew their contract when it runs out in May, and
this has led to a disagreement over
who should take over.
KBU feels that it could run a
better and more viable catering
service than any which EUSA
could provide. Mr Low pointed
out that KBU has carried out a

The third motion proposed to
the General Meeting at KBU calls
for the removal of all South African products stocked in the union.
KBU President Ian Gray this
week urged science students to
attend the meeting , saying that a
-lively discussion can be expected
over the proposed affiliation.

e

The KBU General Meeting will
be . held on Thursday 30th
January, at 6 pm, in the KBU coffee lounge.
Guy Fisher

Braving rain and wind, students
met MPs as they arrived by car
and on foot. Most stopped to take
leaflets , while some also addressed the crowd.
Gavin Strang, Labour MP for
Edinburgh East, noted " this very
important demonstration , against
the cuts every year in real terms in
student grants, and against the
Government's whole attack on
education , whether it's in the
schools , the universities, against
the teachers or students."
The protest was organised by
the National Union ofStudents
(Scotland) . The majority of students present were from colleges
in Edinburgh , but there was a
sizeable contingent from both
Glasgow and Ayr. The four
EUSA Sabbaticals were there ,
but the total Edinburgh {jniver-

sity turnout was only about 20.
Later , about 20 student representatives , led by NUS Scotland
President Alan Smart, met MPs
inside the building to press their
case.
In addition to the planned rise
in stude nt grants next session by
just 2 per cent, Mps were also told
of the implications for students of
the Government's current White
Paper , The Reform of Social Security . These comprise proposed
cuts in student entitlement to
supplementary, employment and
ho using benefits.
Only one of the 12 MPs lobbied
was a conservative, Anna McCurley, the member for Renfrew
West and Inverclyde. Alan Smart
told Student that she had "grudgingly acknowledged" that the 2
per cent grants increase was
· inadequate to support students.
• Tomorrow is the NUS National
Day of Action over grant and
benefit cuts, which will include
students lobbying of MPs all over
the country in their own constituencies.
Meanwhile , February 19 has
been declared an NUS Scottish
Day of Action. Overnight occupations of college and university pre-.
mises are planned as part of the·
protest.

FCS criticised over
pro-Unionist action
Criticisms have been evoked
from senior Tories over the sending of a delegation from the Federation of Co nservative Students
to Ulster, in support of the·
Unionist campaign against the
Anglo-Irish agreement. Members
of the FCS are expected to help
Official Unionists in their campaign to recontest their seats in
the January 23rd by-election.
Scottish Tory chairman , Sir
James Goold, has described the
initiative as unhelpful. insistim,.
"We have got to give this agreement a try. The situation is so
appalling that anything that could
help it has got to be given a
chance ." The president of the
Conservative
and
Scottish
Unionist Association , Mr lain
McCrone, has also confirmed that
neither the SCUA nor the Tory
Party support the venture .
However , the FCS chairman
Mr Mark McGregor seemed
unperturbed by this opposition .
Speaking to Student from his London home , he pointed out that the
criticisms from senior Conserva-

tive officials "are hedged with
reservation, not with enthusiastic
endorsement." He maintained
that " the Official Unionists are
part of the Conservative Party and
hence it is our duty to help them
get re-elected ."

Due to the relative high cost of
£50 for three day venture, the
number of the FCS delegation has
been reduced to 25, and includes
Mr McGregor , two vice-chairman
and two natio nal committee members. FCS members of most regions will be represented .
Although none of the members
of the Edinburgh FCS are helpmg
in the campaign, chairman Simon
Morgan told Student last week
that they did support the action.
Xiao-Shu Meng

Universities need
image improval
British academics and universities need to present themselves
much more effectively, according
to a Vice-Chancellors' committee
chaired by Professor John
Roberts, who last year presented
the BBC Television series
Triumph of the West.
The committee has prepared a
report which tells universities to
promote themselves more vigorously and improve their public
image. It is hoped that if this could
be achieved universities would be
in a better position to argue

against government spending cuts
in higher education.
Mr Alex Currie, the Secretary
of Edinbutgh University, spea~ing to The Observer, said the u01versities need to explain what they
are doing and show that pubhc
money is well spent. Mr Cur~1e
did feel, however , that academics
in Scotland were more highly
respected than those in England.
He attributed this to Scotland
being 'a more old-fashioned society".
Gary Duncan

AUT holds national strike
University lecturers throughout
:Scotland participated in the first
national strike in the history of the
As50Ciation of University Teachers
last Wednesday.

... to force government ministers to take notice of the serious
crisis that threatens our universities".
I came across an old photo of
Rector Archie MacPherson Law SRC Rep. and Labour HACalso spoke at the rally, pledging KESS Joanna Cherry the other
h(s support to the cause of the day. It was taken before she
strike. He said, ·"We know that perox.ided her hair , and even
Margaret Thatcher can be hard of through the cracks in the lens she
hearing at tiines. Indeed, if she looked uncannily like Shirley Wilstood at the epicentre of the liams of the SDP. Admittedly
Mexico City earthquake, she Shirley Williams has better dress
would have said it was just tin- sense, but apart from that, she
. kebell calling ... "
could have been a clone. Perhaps
There were also speakers from . this is why she dyed her hair! Does
the Educational Institute of Scot- this mean that Ms. Cherry is
land , the Scottish Secondary about to defect to the Social
Teachers' Association, and from Democrat Club?
the Labour and Alliance political
An amazing discovery was
parties.
made at ihe SRC meeting on
After the rally lecturers pic- January 14th. Mike Devlin has a
keted a faculty meeting at the sense of humour! Michael LytUe,
David Hume Tower, which had
an SRC Member, noticed that
lacked a sufficient quorum to along with the photographs of
meet as scheduled.
Chancellors of the UNiversity
Concering the strike's · inter (the present one being the Duke
rupuon ot classes, some lecturers of Edinburgh) was a photograph
expressed regret at having to of The Queen. When during priabandon their students for a day, vate members' question time, he
but most felt the cause was worthy asked why the photo of The Queen
enough to make_the s~crifice.
was up, Mike Devlin answered
Howe~er, some students and that the only connection he was
lecturers were less supportive of The Queen having with the Unithe strike on the grounds that it versity was the fact that she screws
was ineffective and unprofes- The Chancellor. If this is so, why
sional. One non-AUT lecturer isn't there a photo of Mrs
who asked not be identified Thatcher on the wall? After all,
remarked: "Ethically speaking, she's screwing the University ...
So our beloved Rectum , Archie
people who call themselves professionals should not strike. Prac- MacPherson is refusing tosign a
tically speaking, the strike cannot, letter condemning Rangers Foot•by its very nature , accomplish ball Club for sectarianism. (As
Mandated by last term's GM),
what it sets out to do."
Rumour has it that he made this
decision because he can't spell his
Peter Blumberg
name, but I reckon that he 's after
the job of Rangers manager.

Clad in heavy coats and clutching cups of coffee, well over 100
Edinburgh University lecturers
wearing AUT armbands picketed
entrances to King's Buildings and
the major University buildings in
Goerge Square. The main University library and the administration offices at Old College were
also picketed.
Elsewhere in the country, lee'
turers at dundee staged a one-day
.hunger strike and at Imperial college in London they blocked the
entrance to the Royal Albert "Edinburgh students, this is your life!" On a more serious note, wouldHall , where Princess Anne was be users of the library are stopped by striking AUT members in George
presenting degrees in her capacity Square last Wednesday.
as Chancellor.
·
About 80 per cent of.Scotland's which have caused a decline fn further cuts. "
AUT membership, which stands both unlversity services and an
Several linguistics lecturers
at 7,500, joined the strike accord- erosion of salaries. The AUT who were picketing said thai saling to A UT regional officer David claim that since 1979 academic 11ry ,erosion has made it more
Bleiman. At Edinburgh the AUT salaries have fallen 27 per cent attractive for lecturers to teach in
represents about a third of the relative to the cost of living.
foreign countries, like Australia
Said donald Mackenzie, a pic- and the United States. They
total academic staff. The effectivenes_s of the strike "surpassed" keting lecturer who has been with added that it is mostly foreign stuthe expectations of EU AUT the Sociology Department for ten dents who do graduate work at
president , Professor Peter Van- years, "The cuts in the system Edinburgh, because British studome, who said that it led to a· since I've been here have necessi- dents are finding it increasingly
"very full shutdown at the George tated cutbacks in research, have difficult to afford.
Square part of the University and
led tenured professors to leave
At an afternoon rally in the
and not be replaced , and have Chambers Street Union, attended.
had a substantial effect at KB".
prevented qualified students from . by some 250 staff members and a·
The purpose behind the
national showing of solidarity was . attending this university. Ideally handful of students, the AUT
to express anger over government the strike will torce the govern- President, Dr Alan Taylor-Rusment to take notice and not enact sell, stressed that "an investment
cuts in higher education funding,
in education is crucial to the
underpinning of economic recovery in this country" and that present government policy must be
changed to meet this need. He called for lecturers to "redouble
efforts over the nexct few years

They came from
·

here ...

Although Edinburgh Univer: world.
sity graduate David Johnston
Only once did his university
,wasi:i't among the points in last studies seriously interfere with his
Saturday's rugby international sporting activities when , in 1981 ,
against France at Murrayfield, he examinations forced him to
can take comfort from the fact declare himself unavailable for
that he is not alone! The former Scotland's tour of New Zealand.
law student should have plenty He has, however , gone on intermore chances to add to his tally of national tours to France in 1980,
four tries in the Home Interna- Australia in 1982 (wqhere he
tionals - the most recent of gained two caps) and Romania in
which , against England in 1984, 1984.
was his major contribution to
Again while at university, he
Scotland's Grand Slam.
indulged in a brief flirtation with
Johnston was born in Edin- professional football, having trials
burgh 27 years ago, and still lives with Hibs, Meadowbank, and
in the city. He was educated at Rangers before deciding to sign
Watson's College, and it seemed·a for Heart of Midlothian. Thanknatural progression to go from fully, it wasn't long before he
there to Old College to embark decided to return to rugby.
upon a law degree.
Despite missing the 1985 interWhile at Edinburgh University national season through a recurhe continued to play first-class rent ankle injury, David Johnston
rugby for local club Watsonians, - has so far been capped 23 times.
rather than become involved in On many occasions Scotland's
'.the University team, where good supporters have had cause to be
players become stars too soon. He grateful not only for his magnifiwon his first cap for Scotland cent running, but also for his
against New Zealand in 1979, and capacity to produce · try-saving
by the time he graduated in 1982 tackles at crucial moments. May
he had won 11 caps and w.as he go on doing so for a long time
a_lready a familiar sight at interna- to come!
Jenny Dunn.
tional rugby _g rounds around the

STUDEN~f BOXES
All letters, items for 'What's On'
unsolicited articles, accommodation
and small ads. can be left iri any of
the Student Boxes situated around
the University (including the Union
Shops): They will be emptied at
1.00 pm every Monday.

HERIOT-WATI UNIVERSITY

WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT
CONFERENCE
'•
I

'

INDUSTRY YEAR 1986
SATURDAY, 8th FEBRUARY 1986
10.00 a.m. until 5.00 p.m.
LIBRARY (RICCARTON CAMPUS)
TOP FLOOR
Keynote-Address and Workshop on: Accountancy, Banking, Catering,
Engineering, Interview Technique, P.R., Sales/Marketing,
Small Business

Tickets: £2.50
(includes Lunch and Conference Information Pack).
Available from Edinburgh University; Heriot-Watt
Library, Chambers Street. Phone 225 8432 ext 117
for further details.
• WOMEN .STUDENTS ONLV •
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Rector rejects motion Penguins p-pick
up the pennies

An SRC motion of regret
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS" ASSOCIATION
towards Rector Archie MacPherson looks set to become one of the
STUDENT CENTRE HOUSE.
TELEPHONE
81.ISTO SQUARE,
Oll-467..0ll4 / J J6/ 1
The Student Charities Appeal,
most highly contentious issues at
EOINIUIGH.
EH19AL.
in one of a number of stunts planMonday's General Meeting. A
ned for Charities Week , intends
quorate GM last term mandated
to occupy an enclosure at Ed_inEUSA President Mike Devlin to
burgh Z'oo for two days dunng
formally request the Rector to coWl/1
sign a letter condemning Glasgow
April.
The zoo authorities have
Rangers' sectarian signing policy,
agreed to let the four volunteers
·and Mr MacPherson subsequently
D<1&rSir,
(three biologists and a computer
refused to sign.
At tM ....,0-1 C.n.nl Kndna of tdln.,..rsh Unlvenlt7 Suld,11u' Auociatiol\
scientist) stay in an enclosure usuThe Rector had stated in a leton 25th llov_.r UIS, • aodon vu paned 'by a n ove1'\lhelslris •Jodty vhic:h
cond- d u ucu rlat1 th.at polic:7 of Clu1ov ... nan• PootNll Club vhlch
ally occupied by penguins. Suitater to Mike Devlin prior to last
h.aa thl affect of ududlnc a-n C&tboliu h'- the d11\'• unlor ph:,ifll
tt&ff.
November's GM tiiat he would
bly clad, they will be able to
b pu·t of thi1 1111tloo, it VH ruolved to ulld • htur to thl ci..ii,r.en
harangue passers-by in an attempt
not sign any letter by the proposer
of all Scotthb w,... roota.11 Cl11b1, ClH&ov HP• &nd ti,., S.cntny of
Suu for Scoth,nd, hwltlq tliea to jo{n thl1 Anochtio11 in cond..,ina
to make them part with their
of the original motion. The SRC
the club', pollc, h the 1tro111ut po1ilbl1 hr.. ar1d d_.,ndina that it H
c ha1111d,
now believe "that the request to
heard-earned cash, or that oftheir
It i1 1vidant tlwit, dupiu thd1' dtni•h, l.lnaan do -.1111 • uctad•n
co-sign the letterwas a reasonable
1i1nln1polic:7.
Such a,..licy, n vall
Nina• blaclr.warkon thl
.
parents.
exclll1nt
intuution.al
npuution
o(
Scotthh
(ootb11l,
h
both
ull1ioud7
one" and continues "that a refusal
The point was emphasised by
and 1ocially Hvhiu at1d the ill-halin& uuud lty lt h • ,..untial 1ouru
of crowd vi.olt11M;I et football ut ch11.
Toi' then uuon,, punun ebould
to comply with the democratic
Kate Byrne; ESCA's stunt conbe brou1ht to bur on l.ln11u to chana• their policy.
wishes of the students at Edinvener: "We'll be doing anything
w, 1cco1'diql7 iovit• you to rnpond to the ul\d1oi1....t 1t th• 1bov1 addr111
in urw.. vt.icb condnn l.lqn1' uctari1n policy in the 1tron111t pouibl1
burgh University is a regrettable
stupid we can think of at the time
tar•• andd-ndthat itHchlnald,
decision for Mr MacPherson to
-anything that will attract attertl.11po11111 vi ii, i n 1ccofd1nu vith th, app1'ov1d 90tion, be col l,ud ind
forthutd to Clu1ow bnaan Football Club al o111 vith I copy of thi 1 htur,
have made. "
tion. " While the mind boggles , a
,,citionin1 th• to nvi,v ,nd ,_nd th1i1' ,..Hey,
Student spoke to Mike Devlin, ·
word of caution from a zoo
\If loo lr. forvud to h11d. n1 froa you.
and the Rector who outlines,his
feelings more fully in a letter to
Student this week. Mr Devlin
stresses that the SRC motion was,
!tilr.a o ... u (
A1'ch ie!tacPher,on,
in fact, "almost a formal thing,"
I.actor
~.
although he had been approached
by a number of students who were
very unhappy with the Rector's
decision not to sign the letter.
• continued from p. 1.
. Mike Devlin was at pains to
stress how highly he geuinely valued the "close working relation- the Secretary of State for Scot- that he "was fully aware of the
ship" he had developed with Mr land. Part of the letter reads, "It is importance of the issue" and has dent income cuts and the teachers'
MacPherson since his election last evident that, despite their denials , outlined his feelings further in a dispute . Talking to Student this
March. "I believe," he said , "that Rangers do employ a sectarian strong letter to this seek 's Student. week, Robbie Foy, EUSA SecretDevin Scobie ary, added his disappointment at
Archie and I have the closest . signing policy. Such a policy , as.
the University Principal's public
working relationship of any well as being a black mark on the
approval of a combined grant and
EUSA President and Rector since excellent international reputation
way before David Steel."
of Scottish football , is both religiLast week Student quoted Mike loans scheme. However, EUSA
"Quite simply this is a formal ously and socially divisive and the Devlin as saying he was "not satis- reaffirms its opposition to the
motion of regret. The average ill-feeling caused by it is a poten- fied" by the Rectpr's explanations Conservative Government's edupunter knows Archie was asked to lial source of crowd violence at on the Rangers issue, and as saying cation policy in the GM motion
sign a letter, but doesn ·1 know if football matches ... we accord- that the Rector was "flying in the dealing with student finances and
he ever did it. ..
ingly invite you to respond to the face of student democracy". In
The letter concerned was to undersigned. "
fact , Mike Devlin was quoting the
EDIN. CENTRAL
have sent to all Scottish League
MacPherson did say, after opinion of other people to whom
• Alex Fletcher (Con)
Football clubs, Glasgow MPs, and hearing about the SRCs motipn he had spoken .
II

'·if'11

Software Shakespeare Deep
waters

Shakespeare, th e giant of
English literature and George
Square, now finds himself under
the scrutiny of the Computer Scienlists at the King's Buildings.
Postgraduate research at KB is
currently investigating th e. IanguageofShakespeare's plays, wi th
a view to tackling the problem of
authorship.
Recently , · Tom Merriam of
Basingstoke Technical College.
employed the system of language
analysis developed at Edinburgh

ary surrounding common words
such as "of" and "but". Along
with an examination of the use of
punctuation and words occurring
less frequently. Common words
are employed unc.onsciously by
the author and their usage is·
unlikely to be copied by an author ·
seeking to imitate a particular
style. l_n laym an·s terms then. the
number of " buts" in a text is as
good as signing your name at the
bottom.
formerly. any investigation of
authorship was carried out by

Controversy surrounded Professor John Erickson, head of the
Defence Studies Unit at Edinburgh University, following revelations made by him last week on
Swedish television .
On two separate programmes
Dr Erickson insisted that in 1982
the Swedish Navy had captured a
Soviet submarine in their territorial waters, only to release it again
after secret high level diplomatic
negotiations.
These claims have causes somewhat of a sensation in Sweden
making headline news throughout
the country. Dr Erickson 's allegations. which surely call into question Sweden's traditional posture
of total neutrality , have been vigorously denied by the Swedish
authorities. politicians and military alike.
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Dr Erickson has become some~ --~..-:!..::..;. -what of a television personality in
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this country as well. Widely
~
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to examine the text of Edmond Arts scholars. They examined regarded as Britain ·s leading
Ironside. His aim was to discover style and vocabulary and were apt military expert, Dr Erickson has
whether or not this play could be to conclude that Shakespeare was featured on several current affairs
attributed to the Bard. As a result a doctor simply because of his programmes and was a permanent
of the tests, he concluded that knowledge of medical Ierms. fixture in the Newsnight team's
Shakespeare had not written the Similarly, Shakespeare could also coverage of the Geneva Summit
have been, amongst other things. between Reagan and Gorbachev .
play.
.
, However. Professor Michael- a merchant, a farmer or a histoWhen Student contacted Dr
son of Edinburgh University's rian. The computer scientists at Erickson about the Swedish conComputer Science Department : KB wish to be more specific. troversy he declined to give any
has shed doubt on Merriam ·s Moreover, they have shown us comment. though it is reported
claims. Scientific textual investi- that literary analysis is not exclu- that he stands by his private
gation. he told Student, involves sively the domain of George. sources and seems unlikely to
the statistical analysis of the rela- Square.
retract his allegations.
tion to. position of, an4, vocabulNeil Forsyth
Sally Burton
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spokesman. "If there's any trouble, we' ll just have to throw them
over the wall into the polar bear
enclosure!"
In fact the whole project is an
experimental one for both sides.
Nothing similar has been tried by
ESCA or the zoo before, except
the occasional cub scout tea party
with the chimps. The only previous encounter the zoo has had
with ESCA was last year when
ESCA sponsored one of the zoo's
wallabies, Philippa Pouch as a
mascot.
The attendance figures at the
zoo for April average around
70,000 , so in two days ESCA
hopes to take more than £500
from about 5,000 visitors . This,
they say, would be a useful starno
Charities Week which is running
from the 19th to 26th April.
Michael Moore

Students Action
Week

Your MP if you live in:
Stockbridge,
Murrayfield,
Roseburn, Dairy, Tollcross, New
Town , West End, Canongate and
South Side (to South Clerk Street).
EDIN.SOUTH
• Michael Ancram
(Con)
Pollock
Halls,
Merchiston,
Church
Hill.
Morningside,,
Bruntsfield, Newington, Blacford,
Liberton and Prestonfield.
EDIN. WEST
• Lord James Douglas-Hamilton
(Con)
Corstorphine, Craighleith and
Gorgie.

EDIN. EAST
• Gavin Strang (Lab)
Abbeyhi/1, Calton, Meadowbank,
Craigentinny,
Duddingston,
Craigmillar and Portobel/o.

-

LEITH
e Ron Brown (Lab)
Broughton, Pi/rig, Warriston,
lnverleith , Newhaven, Trinity,
Pi/ton and Granton.
PENTLANDS
e Malcolm Rifkin (Con)
Craiglockhart, Comiston, Colinton and Fai~milehead.

believes that "in the long term ,
the Government still aims to
introduce a loans scheme" .
The GM is also to be attended
by the Rector and President of the
NUS (Scotland) at the Start of
anationwide campaign next week
to urge parents and students alike
to protest against the Government's 2% rise in grnats and proposed increase in parental contribution. A national lobby of Parliament is scheduled for 12th February .
Jane Kelly
Office 5873

67 Northumberland Street 556

Mr Fletcher's constituents are invi ted to
make appointments by phoni ng.
Sugeries are usually held on the 1st and
3rd Saturdays of every month . He can
also be co ntacted by writin g to his constituency office.

Mr Ancram doesn't have a constituency office but you can arrange to see
him by contacting him at: House of
Commons, Westminster, London
SWl.
Office - 9 Quality St Lane 336 4213
An interview can be arranged by contacting his office. Surgeries are held on
Thursdays or Fridays, weekly or
fortnightly. More details from his
office .
Office - 52 Portobello High St
669 6002
If you wish to make an appointmen t
with Mr Strang then you can telephone
ltis office and a card will be sent out to
you with a time.
He holds interviews with constituents · three times a week. No
appointments are necessa ry for these.
Details of the time and place of these·
interviews can be obtained from the
constituency office .

Mr Brown doesn't have a constituency
office but you can arrange to see him by
writing to him at the House of Commons, Westminster, London SWl .
Office
Tolkross

9

Glengyle

Terrace,

2294441
.
Mr Rifkind, the new Scottish Secretary
of State, holds surgeries from 10 to 11
every Saturday morning. No appoint·
ments are necessary for these. More
details from his office.
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Mabon attack
on Tories

Games Scotland's ·
mint it vital statistics

Mr Dickson Mabon, former not going to win."
The Royal Mint has announced
Labour MP and now Scottish repHe also predicted that the . that new £2 coin will be issued in
resentative on the of the Social struggle over who will succeed ' order to commemorate the XIII
Democratic Party addressed a Mrs . Thatcher as leader has
Commonwealth Games to be held
meeting ofthe EU Social Democ- already begun , with th~dramatic
in Edinburgh from 24th July until
ratic Club in the Chaplaincy resignation of Mr Heseltine.
2nd August 1986.
Centre last Friday.
Mr Mabon then turned to the
An agreed percentage of the
Jn an jnteresting speech , Mr SDP's best known policy - the
sales , estimated
at
about
Mabon gave a brief account of the reformation of ihe British elecstate of politics in Britain today toral system. He confirmed that
·and outlined the SDP's policies one of the SDP's first acts if it
and objectives. He began- by formed the next government
criticising the Labour Party which would be to introduce a system of .
he sees as more divided than.ever proportional representation. This
before and sufferi ng as a result of would also be a condition before
the continual struggle fo'r power the SOP would become part of
between the left and right wings of any coalition government.
the party. He warned of the influMr Mabon accepted that if the
ence of left-wing militants within
Alliance won the next election
the party which he predicted with a reasonable majority these
would lead to Labour losing more
would be a temptation not to
and more of the working class
change the e)ectoral system, but
he denied that this would happen.
vote.
Mr Mabon's attacks on the
"We wart to have an honest elec- £250,000, will be contributed to
Conservative Party centred on
toral system ," he said. He the Games.
Mrs Thatcher. He predicted
attacked the present system as
Although the coin is a comihat"recent disturbances in the
memorative piece the first
unfair and unjust.
Looking ahead, Mr Mabon saw issued by the Royal Mint to mark
Tory cabinet" resulting from the
success at the forthcoming a sporting event - it will also be
Westland controversy might lead
to Mrs Thatcher putting off the
Fulham by-election as vital for the accepted as legal tender.
The coin, designed by Norman
General Election for as long as · SOP to show that is the main
opposition to the Tories. "We Sillman,'is made cifthe same alloy
possible. She could wait until June
must win it," he said, "and we will as the £1 coin, and is the size of a
1988 before calling the election
lOp piece but twice as thick. One
but Mr Mabon claimed that "anywin it."
Guy Fisher one side is a thistle and laurel
one who goes on as long as that is
design superimposed on the At
Andrews Cross, with Raphael
Makloufs new portrait of the
Oueen on the other side.
several collector's versions of
the coins are being produced, the

New computing_
laboratory adds
up research grants

Edinburgh University last week
launched a major new project in
the field of information technology , with the establishment of a
Laboratory for Foundations of
Computer Scie11ce, backed by
government funding of £1.3 mill-

10n.
The new laboratory will be
funded by the Science and
Engineering Research Council
and the Alvey Directorate (a government agency set up to co-ordinate research into computer
software). Its purpose will be to
carry out "intensive theoretical
research" into software engineering. This involves, for example,
new ways of testing computer
programs mathematically.
The laboratory is to have close
links with indusiry, with industrial
scientists working with academic
researchers for extended periods ,
and joint projects with industrial

companies. THere is also to be
a special industrial affiliation
scheme.
The importance of these links
with industry was emphasised by
Professor Robin Milner, the
Director of the new laboratory
who, in the inaugural speech for
·t he faculty, stated that "the
important concepts is a theory
can only emerge through protracted exposure to application."
Professor Milner emphasised
that "the Edinburgh environment
is extra-ordinarily propitious" for
the new laboratory. The University, it is claimed, is one of the
world's three leading centres for
software engineering and the
establishment of the laboratory ,
operating at the "forefront" of
computer research acknowledges
this.
Gary Duncan-

Jane Rogerson , was rated rather
lower.
Although naturally
disappointed by the team's lack of suecess , Jane Rogerson pointed out
that , unlike many other competitors, Edinburgh could afford
to enter only one team. Another
disadvantage was the the styles_ of
debating in Britain and Amenca
are quite different, and the Scottish entrants were unused to the
Americans' mor.e abstract debat·
mg.
.
The team's visit to Amenca,
lasting 10 days, was paid for . by
previous fund-raising and generous sponsorship frpm local

.ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
If you wish to advertise accommodation; if you need accommodation; or if you have any other small advertisements, hand them in
to Student at 48 The Pleasance, or put them in the red Student
boxes around the Unions.

Single Room (£110 per month plus

bills); 66 Marchmont Road; Tel.
447 7017; available from now until
end of February.

Shared room for female (£20 per

week plus bills); 48 East
Claremount Street; TV, washing
machine , 2 phones; 556 7121 .

Spacious single room with shower

(HOO per month plus bills); 116
Braid Road ; 447 3695 (evenings
or weekend).
postgraduate preferred (£80 per
month plus bills); 13 Bernard
Street; apply: Helen Rutherford
553 2625.

Single room (£100 per month) 24

Hillside Crescent; immediate
entry, phone Belinda 557 4269.

Single room for female -

most expensive of which is a 22carat gold version which costs
£250. A standard presentation
pack containing an ordinary coin
costs £3.95.
The Sterling Silver Proof Coin,
is already available in a limited
Mint edition costing £21-95 , and
the standard coin will be in circulation nearer the Games.
Ther £2 coin forms part of a collection of twelve Commemorative
coins being issued by the Royal
Mint on behalf of participating
countries.

Shared room (£145 per month
plus bills); 6 Gayfield Street;
apply J. Kellock 556 2849.

Large Double room (£25

per
week); Rates negotiable for long
let; central heating; 10 Claremont
Crescent. 556 1929.
Enormous single room (£16 per

week) Newington; available from
March onwards; 668 1967.

Single, room for male (£85 per

month plus bills); 24/2 Roseburn
Terrace; apply Sarah Stewart,
Carol Montgomery 337 7844. ·

Single room (£90 per month)
Tollcross; for non-smoker; 228
6456.

Single room for female (£30 per
week plus bills) Postgrad or
mature student; 2A Sylvan Place;
668 2755

Single room for female (£60 per

month plus bills); central area;
ask for Karen or Sally at 667 1583 .

Anne Marie Middleton

Big apple loses flavour
for Edinburgh debates .
On the 14th January a team of
.
.
two speakers from the Umvers1ty
Debates Committee returned disappointed from the prestigious
annual Worlds Debate at Fordham University, New York.
After 12 rounds of fiercely competitive debating Edinburgh's
team was left in 32nd place, four
places below Glasgow University.
In all 64 teams from universities in
most English-speaking counfres
took part in the four-day event.
Ed' b
·
.
. m urgh fared better m the
Judgmg of individual speakers'
performances, when Tom Reid
Was placed 1,.7th out of over 100
speakers, while the other speaker,

Scottish Statistics /985, a fact has been a slight but nevertheless
card containing statistics about visible increase in the number of
Scotland and the UK and covering students in both vocational
population , the economy and soc- further education and univeriety in general, was released b_y sities. Over the period 1974 to
the Scottish Office early this I 984 the number of students in
advanced vocational courses rose
month .
The card is a veritable treasure- from over 22 thousand to 56
·
.chest of facts and figures. It con- thousand.
During this same period the
tains gems of information such as
in 1984 the averate dentists in number of undergraduate univerScotland had 3588 patients com- sity students went up frpm _around
pared 4444 in 1974. In ten years 34 thousand to nearly 40
the number of legal abortions thousand. The number of postincreased from 7.6 thousand to graduates rose from over 4. 5
thousand to 5 thousand.
9.1 thousand in Scotland.
Statistics for this same period
It also shows that the number of
mariages in Scotland fell from • reveal that the proportion of the
over 41 thousand in 1974 to 36 Scottish population in the 16-34
thousand in 1984. However dur- age group (to which students bering this same period the number long) has witnessed an increase
of divorces rose from over seven from 60.3% to 64.4% . In the UK
thousand to nearly twelve the increase was from 561 % to
64.1%.
thousand .
Linda Davies
In the realm of education there

businesses. The Debates Commit·
tee is
· especially grateful. to the so1·
1c1tor_s Garden and Haig, and the
opt1c1ans Duncan -a_nd Todd. .
The Committee 1s now/~okrn~
forward to the most c:e e rate
debating comieietlllo~dm bBnt~i_n
the Observer ,ace. . m urg _is
to host this yea_r s national fmal, m
Tev1ot Debating Hall, on 27th
February. Amon~II
~dgt:
the debating wi Se
eo g f
Younger, the former ecretary o
State for Scotland and new1y· t d s cretary of State for
appfom e
e
De ence .

M:s,

Sarahtforsyth
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1-1:YCLES
30 RODNEY STREET
EDIN. (Nr. CANONMILLS)
031-557 2801

WINTER SALE
NOW ON!
. SCOTLAND'SNo. I DEALER
FOR FALCON CYCLES

HUNDREDS IN STOCK

.•.••.•..•...••••....
*
*

BRING THIS ADVERT
AND GET A FURTHER
£20 OFF THE SALE
PRICE ON ANY
CYCLE IN STOCK
OVER £150.00

*

*
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Important action
The Students' Association Executive are to be
col)gratulated on their initiative in taking next Monday's
General Meeting to the Pollock Sports Hall. If the
attendance is poor - as if often is at GMS by this stage of
the year - then it won't be the(r fault. They've tried to
take the General Meeting to the students. It's now up to.
the students to decide whe,her they want it or not.
The Week of Action on Education also deserves to be
supported, since it is a means of showing the widespread
discontent at all levels of Higher Education. Motions at
the GM deal with the teachers' Strike, under-funding of
both universities and students. They will act as a
springboard to the Week of Action, during which
students should take advantage of the information desks,
the speeches by conveners round the University, and all
the other activities to demonstrate their feelings. If you
don't bother, it will only lead to allegations that you don't
care.
A further motion at the GM _deals with Rangers
Football Club, or rather the Rector's dealings with it.
The AGM called on Mr MacPherson to sign a letter to all
Scottish football clubs condemning Rangers' sectarian
signing policy. In his capacity as a sports broadcaster, Mr
MacPherson has criticised Rangers' alleged bigotry and it is only alleged. No one has yet been able to prove it,
though there are very strong grounds for suspicion.
Mr MacPherson has declined to sign the letter, as it his
prerogative to do, and his position in Scottish football
makes it understandable that he has declined. His soccer
programmes are watched by one person in five in
Scotland, and to them bias as a commentator is a fault
without comparison. Whatever his reasons for not
signing the letter, Mr MacPherson is far too valuable and
good a Rector to be wasted on an issue which is of limited
importance compared to murder in South Africa, attacks
on higher education in this country, and other aspects of
student life in which he has taken a very active, and
welcome, interest since becoming Rector.
His own football career should not be a matter in which
this University should interfere, and any attempt to try to
involve him in difficult issues which are part of his career
smacks of attempts at exploitation. Mr MacPherson
should not be exploited. He should be encouraged to
continue helping us in the fight for higher education,
which is what the General Meeting and the Week of
Action are rightly ocncerned with.

48, The Pleasance, Edinburgh EH8 9TJ
Tel. 031 558 1117 Ext . 0, 8, or 9
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Meetings: Fridays, 1 p.m.

protest about Rangers. I offered
Dea.r Sir,
I have noted from your news- advice including a suggestion
paper that a motion concerning involving the University football
me is to be presented to the next team. This was rebutted as I
General Meeting of the Students' underswtand by their officials. I
against
becoming
Association . I also note that cer- warned
tain comments have apparently involved with petitions, letters
been made about my attitude and the like, because Rangers
towards 'students' democracy'. I tend to field them better than
inswinging-corner kikcks and in
think I owe you a few comments.
The original motion condemn- all honesty they are signally inefing R angers apparent sectarian fective. But I will return to that
policy springs directly from the point in a moment.
What then followed was a touch
very interest I have shown in the
Rectorship since assuming the bizarre. Long before any motion
rtole . I have talked to many was presented to .any meeting for
groups on a variety of subjects endorsement , I was telephoned
within the University, including by three national newspa'pers and
the Political Society who invited a radio station asking me for stateme to talk on the subject of Sport ments about my proposed signaand Politics and within which I ture to a letter of complaint about
offered criticism of Rangers' Rangers. The instigator of this
attitude. There is nothing novel in was the author of the motion.
this , as I have broadcast criticism Without any prior consultation or
oftheir apparent policy on both warning, he had put me in a situanetwork television and radio on tion in which journalists were askfour separate occasions. I have ing for answers to something
been involved in innumerable dis- which had yet to be debated at the
cussions on the subject in diffe- meeting. l had then to conclude ,
rent radio programmes over the along with the journalists who
years and my views, aired as I say talked to me , that I was dealing
at the Political Society, have with someone who had little to
learn in the way of opportunism.
remained unchanged.
I must put it to you that had I Certainly, I was dealing with somnot spoken to this society and had _neone who ultimately was not preI not brought up the subject pared to listen to my advice on the
myself, the original motion to the matter.
No so far I would readily conStudents' Association would
never have seen the light of day . It cede that my own view of an indiwas readily seized upon by some- vidual 's aggressive and insensitive
one who in his own admission saw use of my name to pursue his
the value of the publicity attached cause is not sufficient reason for
to my own presence in Scottish me to reject any proposals ultifootball. There is nothing sinister mately put to me , but I hope that
in that, I admit, but I mention it at least some will see that ifwe are
just in case there are some people senitive about the issues of democoming new to this and not might cracy within the student-Rectorbelieve
there
was
some ship relationship, then it is worth
groundswell feeling for such a noting the treatment I received on
motion prior to the talk I have this matter. My views about the
mentioned above. To my know- advisability of sending out such a
ledge the{e was not, although I am letter were not sought. The only
sure individuals within the Uni- involvement I was going to be
versity have felt strongly about allowed was the amending of the
wording of the letter. Can anyone
the subject from time to time.
The proposer of the original interpret that as democratic? My
motion then approached me with dissent, far from "flying in the
the idea of some expression of face of student democracy.", is a

reminder about how vital it is and
how if the Rectorship is to be used
i9 unison with that democracy
then it ought to be embraced by
the decision-making process and
not used as a mere echo for issues
already resolved.. This has been
clearly a disturbing feature of this
episode and In intend to pursue
this principle further.
But to return to Rangers. the
President of the Sports Union, in
a thoughtful letter to me , points
out that students are entitled and
indeed expected to declare themselves on social issues. There can.
be no argument about that and if
they wish, to proceed with some
form of protest about Rangers FC
then it is not inappropriate. But it
does not follow though, that J
would accept any form of protest
or lend my name to such. T his
goes for any issue and such a position is not in my view undemocratic.
The relationship with the Students' Association and with the
entire student constituency is the
most crucial part of the Rectorship ; so to that end if, for professional reasons I cannot attend the
next General meeting, I am prepared to come to a meeting convened under the auspices of the
Association in which I will be prepared to debate any points I have
raised here. But I will only do so if
I can be given a guarantee that at
the same meeting we will discuss
ways in which the Rectorship can
be used to help the student body
in their fight to raise their standard of living, to help the ge neral
cause of the University whose
staff I have recently supported in
public and which is facing grave .
financial difficulties, and to help
thwart the general spiritual depression which is resulting in educacurrently
tion
from
the
entrenched philosophy of government. All of these I find more
interesting than the self-immolating anachronism of Copland
Road.
·
Yours faithfully,
Archie MacPherson

"Racist ignorance" on South Africa
Dear Student,
Reading Colin Pearson's letter,
'Mandela; - a terrorist' , in last
week's Student I found it hard to
make up my mind which was the
more outstanding, his racism or
his ignorance of Southern Africa.

even if it were so there can be no
doubt that it is a much more
democratic and equal country
than it ever was under white
minority rule.
If black South Africans were as
ignorant as Mr Pearson then his
Contrary to Apartheid prop- assertion that they need political
oganda the ANC did not plant the education might have · had some
Durban shopping centre bomb. It validity. Yet the truth is that black
is not yet clear who did plant the South Africans, particuarly the
bomb , but it has been suggested to young, have attained a level of
me that government agents - political consciousness that is
planted the bomb themselves in unparalleled anywhere in the
order to discredit the ANC in the Western world. This is because
same way that the Smith regine in they have learned their-politics in
' Rhodesia' did similar things to struggle and not in the library.
discredit the Patriotic Front. As
for the landmines , they were
planted in military 'ones. It is
regretted that the children of
military reservists died alongside Dear Student,
There has been much attention
their aprents, but such things happen in war situations - including recently on the issue of a women 's
ones in which Britain has partici- officer in the University-within
pated and of which Mr Pearson no the Student Union. I have given
the issue a great deal of thought
doubt approves .
and although I would regard
He also accuses the ANC of ~yself as a feminist in my way of
_wanting 'black rule', whereas the hfo I feel that it would not be right
policy of the ANC has always m the context of this particular
been to establish a democracy in University. A Women's Officer ·
which colour is not a considera- would be a retrospective act.
tion and has furthermore stated Women don't need a special
"that South Africa belongs to all officer put in charge of them. We
who live in it, black and white ." are equal and that fact remains
He then goes on to say that Zim- paramount. If there is a Women's
babwe is .a 'Marxist regime' . I Officer all the work - necessary
have serious doubts about his work - of all those women (and
interpretation of Marsixm, but indeed some men) ~ho have hard

With regards to the article on
Coke's links with Apartheid I fear
my remarks may have been open
to misinterpretation. Whilse recognising that Coke is not covered
by the EUSA anti-Apartheid policy , because the Coca Cola Company is guilty of gross exploitation
(and not only in Africa) the AntiApartheid Society encourages
pe9ple to take individual action
against companies such as Coca
Cola, that hav·e Apartheid connections.
Yours sincerely ,
David Clark
Chairperson, EU Anti-Apartheid

Give women a break
to gain some dignity for women as
women themselves, not as appendages of men , will have been
wasted. I'm glad that you carried a
report in last week 's Student on
this issue . It seems quite a sensible
solution and I am glad that the
SRC - in all its wisdom(!!!) decided not to support the issue
any further. One further point to
all those still convinced that there
ought to be a Women's Officer: it
would be a great boost to those
sexist men who can at least boast
that the "weaker" sex doies
indeed someone to protect them.
Yours sincerely,
Judith Magowan

Turn to page 16 for Letters Extra
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From camp to crass
Kiss of the Sp~~er Woman w~nt on general release this week.
Already a critical success m America last year it locks
together a homosexual window-dresser (William H~rt) and a
South American revolutionary (Raul Julia). Anthony Harwood went to see the film and afterwards spoke to the director
Hector Babenco.
'
The difficulty with shooting virtually a whole film in one room is
balance; there has to be enough
dialogue and movement to hold the
audience's attention whilst at the
same time not overloading it so that
the audience is left grappling with
the implications of what has or has
not just been said. Kiss of the
Spider Woman treads this very fine
line with astonishing dexterity that
is a credit to the director, Hector
Babence, and the stars, William
Hurt and Raul Julia, whose performances of the highest stature are
staged with perfect control and
fierce originality.
The setting is a Brazilian prison
holding in one of its cells Molina
(William Hurt), a homosexual fantacist , and Valentin (Raul Julia), a
political activist committed to the
revolution. The bond of love and
respect formed by these two seem-

ity, the politico is brought round to
a point of not just tolerance but
active admiration, even love. '
Although the climactic scene
does not altogether ring true, Kiss
of the Spiderwoman is a brilliant
achievement. William Hurt, nominated Best Actor at the 1985 Cannes Film Festival, has the mark of
great screen actor, and Hector
Babenco's direction rarely falters.
Born in Buenos Aires in 1946, he
first worked as a writer, housepainter and door-to-door salesman. His film "Pixote" in 1980
received universal acclaim for its
protrayal of prostitution and criminality among the children of Brazil
and 'Kiss of the Spiderwoman similarly has been welcomed by American audiences and critics. After the
film he talked about its making and
the difficulties he encountered.
"I adored the novel by Manuel
Puig on so many different levels
and approached leonard Schrader
(brother of the director, Paul). He
·got together five scripts over a twoyear period. Three weeks into shotting we were still writing and
adjusting the piece. Leonard left to
work on Mishima. After 45 days,
the film was a lengthy two hours 50
minutes, very unbalanced and disappointing. Suggestions were far
away from my CQnception of the
movie and we were desperately
short of money. It was a very difficult period.

ingly incompatible personalities of
superficiality and seriousness is
central to the film and delivered
with exquisite sensitivity. Valentin's slightly unconvincing political
rantings and dedication to the
"cause" are contrasted with
Molina's movie-obsession. Intermittently throughout the film he
flamboyantly narrates an old WW2
movie ("her petite ankle slips into
the perfumed water") about a
beautiful Parisian nightclub chanteuse (Sonia Braga) who fallsfor a
Gestapo officer whilst secretly
working for the Resistance. Valentin tells Molina "Your life is as trivial as your movies"; Molina
replies "Unless you have the keys
to that door, I will escape in my
own way, thank you." Thrown into
a film of conflicting attitudes and
growing mutual respect and admiration is the possibility of Molina's
treachery: ''J'm sure he's just getting ready to open up and talk now.
Just give me a little more time" .
Linked with this added suspense
are flashbacks to the prisoners'
past, the continuing movie saga
and Molina's pending release if he
can get the information in time.
There is one scene that is particularly impressive; after Valentin has
been fed poison to weaken his
resolve, he fouls himself. Molina
cleans him up with the gqodhumoured tenderness and assutedness of a caring mother. The devotion behind this act of kindness
marks a turning point in the film,
reflecting the dignity and rightness
of the two protagonists. Without
any obvious dramatic confrontation over the nature of male sexual-

EUROPEAN VACATION

"William Hurt became the work
itself very quickly. He was totally
absorbed in the picture and we
often talked about, maybe, different ideas for a scene or a different
approach. He was very open without being provocative. We improvised with the memories and
background of the characters and
really exhausted all the possibilities
before letting everything flow.
"Making a movie is like an act of
·communion between two people
- I fell in love with the melodramatic, campy acting. Perhaps it's
·because there is an element of
Molina's romanticism and Valentin's bitterness in me. William Hurt
is a very tough actor, only taking on
one commitment at a time whereas
Raul Julia is much more general,
more spontaneous. A very brave
and humble actor.
"For about a year and a half we
couldn't get the rights for the film.
The possibility of having Burt Lancaster as Molina convinced Puig
that there was a moment for making a movie. Burt fell ill but Puig
was not so protective now and
didn't interfere. He's a very fragile
person and it was very emotional
for him to see his work on screen.
"David Weisman is credited with
production although the picture
was really co-produced. He helped
a Jot when I was ill and handled the
business side well. This was my first
English-speaking film, as ou know,
and I think I was very lucky to get
two such good American actors.
I'm not seeking American citizenship, however. I'm a travell~r
dreamer - I can make a movie
anywhere."

ROCKY IV
Dr: Sylvester Stallone
Odeon

In Rocky IV Sylvester Stallone
finally relinquishes any claim this
film series ever had upon reality.
coming only months after the
execrable Ranbo: First Blood Part
II it's the second stage of Stallone's one man fight against communis'!!, using the now mythical
character of Rocky Balboa in a
simplistic tale of good versus evil.
At the start of the film we find
the loveable but dim Rocky (Sylvester Stallone) enjoying family
life and thinking ofretirement. At
this point the Soviets invade the
picture, announcing their arrival
in the sport of professional boxing
and presenting their invincible
champion Ivan Drago (Dolph
Lundgren). An exhibition match
arrangedbetween this steroid-filled Superman and .Rocky's dearest
buddy, Aollo Creed (Carl Weathers). This is something of a 01iss
match because although Apollo
still has the motivation - "We're

warriors, and without a war to
fight we might as well be dead" after five years in retirement he's
gone soft. This deterioration
includes his brain, and in the prefight entertainment he runs
around the Las Vagas stage like
Bugs Bunny on speed, while
James Brown belts out the patrioKiss of the Spiderwoman is cur- tic number Living in America.
rently showing at the Filmhouse Not the best way to prepare for a
fight with a man-mountain like
until Saturday Febrtuary 8th.
. Ivan you might think, and
sure enough Drago playfully beats

Dir: Amy Heckerling
Dominion
In this latest offering from
National Lampoon's, °European
Vacation, \he All-American Griswald family, (last seen surprisingly in National Lampoon's Vacation), win a two-week sightseeing tour around Europe in the
"Pig in a Poke" game show, and
proceed to wreak their amicable
havoc across the continent,
embroiling themselves in pornography, robbery , prostitution and
Bavarian knee-slapping beer
dancing, thus providing a reassuring humour that portrays the
American family unit as a clumsy,
crazy and uncultured , but an
inevitably endearing set of
dopes.
The film is comprised of a series
of unconnected pastiches on the
national characteristics of Britain,
France, Germany and Italy, as
perceived through the middle
class myopia of affluent American
society: the British can be run
over three times and will still
apologise with our hereditary
obsequieous
gratitude;
the
French spoutobscenitiesat you in
their own incomprehensile lingo;
the Germans are merely stupid
but still aching for a re-match; the
Italians know nothing about how
to dress absurdly. And yet,
through all this, the All-American
Griswal family are still, Gawd
bless them, inevitably endearing.

Apollo round the ring for a while
until, tiring of his fun , he nearly
takes the poor guy's head off with
a vicious slow-motion uppercut. It
only remains for Rocky to cradle
what's left of the dying boxer in
his arms and one realises that
Drago's days are numbered.
Rocky agrees to fight Drago on
his native soil and flies to the
USSR · in a propellor-driven
Soviet World war II aeroplane.
While Ivan trains in a gymnasiumlaboratory so sophisticated that
there's no money left to give it
decent lighting, our hero contents
himself with training in a Siberian
hayloft and outrunning KGB cars.
Finally, before a hostile Soviet
crowd which includes a Mikhail
Gorbachev lookalike (sadly without the birthmark) Rocky and
Drago give and take more punishChevy Chase, as accomplished
ment in a 15-round fight than the as trash actors come. is especially
KGB metes out in a year. Who endearing as the father; the
wins? I'm not telling, but I will say mother Beverly D' Angelo, fresh
from her triumph in the "shortthis much - it's not Drago.
It must be said that as a work of lived Broadway musical 'Rock-afantasy Rocky IV is an enjoyable bye Hamlet'" is erotically endearfilm. The audience feels that ing, whilst the two precocious
Rocky is fighting evil incarnate in child actors, Dana Hill as the
the shape of the Soviet Union, overweight adolescent and Jason
and at one point the hero is told • Lively as the gratuitously breast"You're gonna go through 'hell, obsessed long haire\J brat are not
worse than any nightmare you all endearing. The series of
ever dreamed." Balboa is so monotonous cameo roles by Eric
transparently good that it's a won- Idle, Maureen Lipman. Mel
der you can see him at all. This is Smith. Frank Zappa's daughter
the third Rocky film that Stallone Moon Zappa, Ballard Barclay
has directed so he's very profi- (the major from Fawlty Towers),
cient at this job now. Skilful edit- and Robbie Coltrane do nothing
'ing and a short running time (a to rescue the film from the comic
mere 91 minutes) ensure the audi- abyss that it sinks to with endearence's undivided attention. The ing ease .
actors settle comfortably into
It is truly sad that after the bittheir well-worn roles and emote ing, anarchic and genuine satire of
beautifully.
Animal House that National LamBut perhaps Sylvester Stallone poon should produce a film that is
could concentrate on improving far below the standards of its subhis writing skills for Rocky V. In sequent imitators. This film does
this film he caricatures a whole nothing but reinforce the middle
nation as evil, soulless people class American attitudes of
and their country as something'· · ·superiority to the rest of the
akin to hell frozen over. This civilised world. Perhaps the sadsuggests a lack of perception dest thing is that this comic failure
which borders on the negligent is completely unsurprising, and in
and is less than helpful in further- fact to be expected in the current
ing the understanding which Stal- American climate. After 30
lone 's creation mumbles in favour minutes into the film the French
of at the film ·s end. One can only hotelier utters the immortal
hope that those who flock to see words,
"Typical
American
Rocky IV have a better grip on Assholes." It should have ended
reality than those who make it.
then.
Roderick Factor
Stuart Robertson
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This week's television highht
t be th Super Bowl
mus
~
XX. More than Justa game of

catch all the pre-match excitement . John Smith will be in New
Orleans to get the feel of things in
the stadium, while back in Lo n-

this Sunday Channel 4 brings
'you it all, live.

party.
And so we come to perhaps the
main reason why the Super Bowl
is such an enjoyable event, even
for those who don't understand
the rules (and let's face it, we must
be in the majority). The Super
Bowl is a time for BIG BEERS. A
chance to get in a few six-packs of
Budweiser and large quantities of
popcorn and pretzels and have a
party , whilst the men with the
overdeveloped physiques get on
with the match. So join the fun pick a team at random and shout·
at the telly until the wee small
hours of Monday morning.
For those of you with a lecture
at 9 on Monday, or si mply more
respect for your constitution ,
there will be highlights of the
night's act ion in Ian Woolridge's
personal view of the impact of the
Super Bowl on the city of New
Orleans in Woolridge at the Super
Bowl o n Monday at 10 pm.
And for those of yo u who don ' t
like sport the best thing on telly
next week could well be Saturday
Live (Saturday, 8.30 pm , C4).
Ninety minutes of live alternative
ente rta inment, this week hosted
by Tracey U llm an, and including
Rik Mayall , Ade Edmondson,
Lenny Henry and Feargal Sharkey (though he'll be singing).
Fin ally , back to the Super
Bowl. Apparently if you wanted
to advertise for 30 seconds during·
the game in the US it would cost
you $550,000! Amazing.
Compiled by David Cline

r
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WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?
Brunton Theatre, Musselburgh
Until 1st February
Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? is great fun as a scurrilous
duel between husband and wife. It
becomes less fun when Edward
Albie's ultimate purpose is
revealed; for perhaps the play's
'message' is that if we are to survive , we must destroy all our illusions and make the best of reality
as it is. So, to an accompaniment
of discussion, drinking, argument , recrimination , more drinking - what is described as 'fun
and games' - two couples come
forcibly face to face with the confusion of fantasy and reality that
has tied their lives in knots.
Yet this is no tract: it is
punctuated with comedy and
laughter. The play is three hours
worth of a dazzling use of speech
rhythms with dialogue ranging
from scabrous invective to
. Playboy-level
iiQphistication .
Each line of dialogue is teased
out , inverted , queried , affirmed
and then blown to smithereens.
Perhaps this is the one area where
Ian Granville Bell's production
falls down: the initial slanging
matches were not orchestrated
with enough variety . (or half
enough respite) so that laughter
was allowed to overflow its bounsoften
several
daries
and
moments of contempt. This
meant an uncomfortable transition from acts one and two when

the ominous undertones develop.
After this , however , the play had
an unerring flow that was carried
on with such effectiveness that
only when it was momentarily
interrupted by two or three set
speeches did we realise how
natural the force of the staging
had been.
As the loud , lusty , ironic, bitter,
fun-and-games · loving
Martha , Jill Graham, after initial
hesitation , was quick to respond
to a flamboyant role that is the
constant invitation to false notes , ,,.
the slightest of which would
destroy it. George (Tom Watson)
is a famous figure in American
drama: the shambling, sardonic
intellectual , the man who knows
what is wrong , but cannot put it
right. Nick (Lawrie McNicoll)
represents aggressive (but impotent) youth: he is avaricious,
forceful, unprincipled and know-

ledgeable. Both characters must
have appeared on stage so often ,
but they are played here as new
living creatures . Rebecca Hawkins
as Honey is similarly adept in her
compassionate handling of the
potentially stereotyped role of the
spineless , giggling blonde.
It was not a moving productio n
(nor it is a moving play) . The
cruelty of the characters is so
extreme that many people have
withdrawn in horror, disgust and
feigned indifference. ' Why go o ut
to see Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? when yo u can so easily
stay at home and fight? ' Yet Ian
Granville Bell keeps us rooted to
our seats for at least 90% of the
play's running time . (and this is all
based on justthe dress rehearsal).
We leave the theatre perhaps not
afraid, but very much impressed
by the bi~ bad (Virginia) Wolf.
Kate Stratton

Bedlam Main term: Richard III preview
McmBM
Bedlam
Until 3rd February

Shakespeare's Richard Ill was
written during the plague of 1591.
Tracing the rise of Richard, Duke
of Gloucester , from his position as
brother to the king to the throne
itself, the play presents a world
declining into corruption and violence. This production attempts to
place an Elizabethan drama of the
·90s into the setting of the
Elizabethan '80s. In experimenting
with the script. the company has
taken
certain
liberties
of
These
are
interpretation.
intended to highlight and more .

brother against brother , mothe,
against son, Yorkist at war with
Lancastrian and finally Plantagenet deposed by Tudor.
Nonetheless, amidst this a mtosphere, comedy and wit is undoubtedly there to be e njoyed. We are
four days from the first performance . All we need now is an
audience.

closely define the working of the
mind of Richard , a mind that
matches the body in its deformity. " He kills someone and does it
and also expose the ambitions of almost gently , without · anger or
his subjects and rivals . The play is emotion , but like a n animal holdset against the backdrop of con- ing on until the prey stops struggltinuous bloodshed and civil war, ing." ,
Director and
and through the set, the music and
Assistant Director
the costumes. this sense of bitter
rivalry_is emphasised; it is one of

IExhibsl Drawing
lines around Britain
ciificl[ LiNES

pieces by Gerald Scarfe and Ralph
Steadman. The meat of the exhibTalbot Rice Gallery
ition comes from six artists. all
Until 8th February
gra,h1ates of the Royal College of
The Critical Lines exhibition at Art , who, although less well
the Talbot Rice Gallery is a bold known than Scarfe or Steadman.
venture for its student organiser. are regularly exhibited and comCharles Booth-Clibborn. show- missioned for publications as
casing his belief in the importance diverse as the Radio Times and
of student involvement in the Playboy.
The subjects covered include
organisation of the gallery's
Robin Harris' Images of the Univexhibitions.
Billed as ·an exhibition of con- ersal Declaration of Human
temporary British political illust- Rights, Anne Howeson'sstudiesof
ration'. it is important to stress sexuality and exploitation and Sue
that Critlcal Lines is not a collec- Coe's images of terrorism.
The catalogue credits the artists
tion of cartoons, except for the

with 'depicting and exposing
injustices or controversial issues·
but ensconced in the safety of the
Talbot Rice , surrounded by winegulping intellectuals. I can see no
way that these works, fine though
they are, can ·do anything more
than soothe the conscience of
their complacent public.
The exhibition is impressive, its
content is disturbingly futile.
About to question the organiser
on this. the evening was encapsulated for me with the phrase,
"Come and meet Richard de
Marco."
Dave Hopper

This year the Chicago Bears
will be fighting it out with the New
England Patriots at the Louisiana
Superdome in New Orleans,
before a screaming crowd of
75,000. Via television they'll be
joined by I JO million in the USA
and via satellite millions more
worldwide.
Thanks to Channel 4, gridiron
is becoming increasingly popular
in this country. From an average
audience of one million in 1982/83
when C4 began, American football now attracts an a udience of
over four million . But this Sunday
is different. Instead of the usual
hour and a bit of edited highlights
and sundry snippets, we'll be able
to see the match in its entirety ,
with all the trimmings .
No doubt abo ut it, the Super
Bowl is the one to win - the
whole of the gridiron season is
geared towards it. And this Sunday the Chicago Bea rs are the
favourites to win. They' ve won 15
of their last 16 games a nd have
megastars like running back Walter Payton and defensive end William Perry (who is known as 'The
Refrigerator' because of his
enormous bulk) in their team. But
my money is on the New E ngland
Patriots - if only because I'm a
sucker for the underdog.
The match itself kicks off at
10.15 pm (our time) , though C4
begins its coverage at 9 .35 , so as to

Italia!
TURNER
WATERCOLOURS
National Gallery
Until 3bt January
For this month , the National
Gallery of Scotland is exhibiting _
38 drawings and watercolours by
J.M. W. Turner, who lived from
1775 to 1851. The works , which
include examples of his work as a
topographical watercolourist up
to his days as an oil painter, were
bequeathed by Henry Vaughan
and have been exhibited there
each January since 1900.
Despite being the inh:ritor of
his father's hat manufacturing
firm, he not only had taste but
wisely followed John Ruskin 's
precedent of specifying that the
pieces should only be exhibited in
January (when the light is at its
weakest) to prevent fading of the
watercolours' tints.
The collection was painted
approximately between 1794 and
1842. A typical work is Beachy
Head looking towards Newhaven,
done with blue and grey washes
over pencil, showing that simplicity and clarity achieve an effect
just as remarkable as the detailed
historical watercolour of Heidel'.
berg full of artistic ploys such as
scraping out, the saturation of
paper and the use of a rainbowhype palette.
His pictures of Venice capture
the translucent light and freshness
of the lily. The blue stripes of the
stakes underneath the Rialto
Bridge sparkle in a way that the
bland greens of England never did
for him in his work. It was because

An Italian landscape.

of the greyness of his home country, especially around Covent
Garden , that he started to paint
sunrises and sunsets - it was an
excuse, also , to experiment with
colour and light , to show the
omnipotence of nature and to
knock the stuffiness out of his colleagues in the Royal Academy .

It is a small , co.mpact and beautifully presented exhibition. A
quiet and persuasive reminder
that those who think they've
learnt all there is to know about
light and its effects are quite mistaken.
Julian Thomas

Baxter and the
art of pantomime
Stanley Baxter, Scotland's number one pantomime dame who
is presently starring in Aladdin at the King's Theatre 'tatks

with Ben Simms about the show, stardom and momen.; in his
long career.
Stanley Baxter's professional
career was launched in 1946 at the ·
Edinburgh Festival where he performed in The Three Estates.
Forty years on he holds an enviable position where television
directors,
budget
conscious
theatre managers and an admiring
public all clamour for his time. As
I sat in his dressing-room at the
King's Theatre awaiting his arrival - convinced he'd be in drag
and stuffed to his eyeballs in
make-up (he actually wore a tie
and sports jacket)-his valet, the
embodiment of Baxter's present
exalted heights, attached to Baxter by the King's in Glasgow,
swept through the room arranging
flowers. Baxter, who is particularly conscious of the flow of fortune, regards this outgrowth of
stardom
with
compressed
humour: "It's ridiculous, he won't
even let me answer a telephone!"
Great while it lasts , however.
His problem now is a universal,
much flogged one. "The more.
highly esteemed you are, the
higher you go, the further you
have to fall. And you tend to be
judged not by any other comedian
or somebody in your own field,
but by your own best standards."
One fact the press release
naturally tends to gloss over is that
his rise to his present position was
an uneven one. What the Butler
Sa_w "was howled off the stage
from the gods", and the next
show, Phil the .Fluter "probably
the most expensive musical ever
to be staged in the West End up to
that time, which only lasted three
and a half months, lost a fortune".
''I'm not a vaudevillian I'm a book
comedian and an actor comic.
:rhat's why I like Jack's mother In

Beanstalk."
The essence of stardom in Baxter's case is that he no longer has
to suffer the dictates of others. He
has become, in his own words,
"the auteur" of most of what he
now_ does. A laddin , for example ,
1s his choice. The problem with
Aladdin is that "Widow Twankey
has no integral part in the story. It
really is a vaudevillian role and
I'm not a vaudevillian. I'm a book
comedian and an actor comic.
That's why I.like Jack's mother in
Beanstalk."
. Baxter provided the original
idea of doingAladdin and mooted
various ideas with which Russel
Lane had to WO{k , For example he
changed the beginning of the second half "to open with Aladdin
already a princeling so that we're
not back with laundries and
domestic'things which we're sacldled with in almost all of the first
half'. It was also his idea to have
the actors flying with the set when
!hey leave Pekin. "All the comedy
is written by Russel Lane except
three or four lines which I ad lib in
rehearsal and keep in," while the
two of them co11aborate on the
Writing of the book.
He has an almost rambling con~ersational style; his mind follow1?g up several spin-offs from inil!al statements simultaneously,
·~nd qualifying continuously. He
f!nds the 1940s particularly attracl!ve. In an interview with The List

§Edi ll§h EMUHI
Queen's Han
Saturday 18th January
The composer Rossini was a
man with an insatiable zest for
life, a humourist whose geniality
and sense of fun made him one of
the greatest ever creators of comic
opera. Even the constraints of
writing church music failed to dull
his bright good-humour and thus
the Petite Messe So/one/le must be
one of the least solemn works in
the whole of the devotional repertoire. Rossini knew that God
enjoys a good tune just as much as
the rest of us , and the entire composition reflects Rossini's operatic technique and lyrical skill.
The Scottish Chamber Choir , a
small group of around 30 singers,
performed the Petite Messe with
an overwhelming sense of enjoyment which was successfully communicated to an enthusiastic
Queen 's Hall audience. The singing, and the piano accompaniment , did have a few unpleasant
moments in terms of technical
flaws , but the essential spirit of

WWWXR&Us
Baxter - balancing the odds.

Assembly Rooms
Monday 20th January
his life. He left Scotland as a star,
marisa Robles won my instant
with· £3,000 saved, and no job approval when she appeared to her
guaranteed him in London. But audience (consisting predominby now he was in his late thirties antly of horn-rimmed spectacles
and if he was to broaden his public and sensible shoes) clad in black
now was the time to try it. "Stuart ski-pants and a net curtain . She was
Cruickshank, who was then the presenting a programme entitled
boss of Howard and Wyndham, "The Life of the Harp and the Harsaid, you may never get back you pist", celebrating 25 years in Briknow. And if you suddenly come tain since her London debut.
running back we won't necessarily
After an announcement that
have you. 1bis was a last ditch with only 50 minutes in which to
attempt to frighten t)}e bejabbers perform she had "whizzed" herself
out of me and stop me from into very little time, she confirmed
going.• It did, but he went any- her reputation as an outstanding
way , with the very real prospect harpist by P,laying Hasselman's "La
that he would be engulfed by that Source" , a very romantic and
very hatless-holly stocking circuit Chopinesque
piece
which
embodies all the rippling glissanhe so abhors.
dos, gentle swells and beauty that
comes to mind when we think of
Stanley Baxter is Scottish pantomusic for the harp.
mime's number one 'bums on
Then with plenty of dark Spani~h
seats' pantomime dame. But it
humour Robles began to deal with
could be his last one.

this Christmas, he compared pan-[
tomime to a "1940s Hollywood
musical". It is unashamed
escapism, nostalgic, and also provides an opportunity to look forward or at ourselves - though B
axter struck me as being the last
,person to justify pantomime on
those terms. "When it comes to
doing something with a bit of
glamour it seems to me to be an
awful]y good period, even if
you're interpreting the 1980s
through the eyes or the style of the·
1940s." Aladdin very much
smacks of that era, while at the
same time much of the action is
quite clearly of the '80s, for example the Highway Code Strip which
would certainly have no place in a
'40s musical. He gave as an example of this the "bathroom sketch"
in his recent television show: "I
mean, no way would MGM have
had a lady as a loo brush . . . it
would have been totally unacceptHis break came by luck through
able, but it is all right to do that in that ubiquitous medium - televithe 1980s but you do it in the style sion. The best possible way of
of the 1940s."
reaching the English public. This
Baxter has a keen nose for the led to offers of two West End shows
outrageous: "There must be a · and a film with Peter Sellers. When
touch of outrage in everything. I the follwoing year he was awarded
mean comedy is about that . It Guild of Television Producers'
must walk a tightrope between and Directors' Award for Light
going too far and being awfully Entertainment Personality of the
bland ." Outrage is the keynote of Year (now BAHTA) , he had
his performance as Widow Twan- neither heard of them nor had the
London press heard of him , such
key.
There is just a whiff of martyr- was the nature of his relationship
dom - which he persuaded me with the south at this stage. One
was justified. He lashes out with paper ran the headline, 'Un,exasperation at those productions known Actor Wins Guild Award'.
he characterises as "get rich quick This is in fact one of only two he has
·things. Kids want to see Cin- been awarded, while his directors
derella , rush it on with old stock, and producers have got eight or
old scenery for four weeks, get a nine from his shows.
television name, throw in a disc
· Since these early years he has
jockey who has never played pan- continued both areas of his work,
tomime in his fucking life" - and regularly returning to Scotland for
won't we soon be incapable of dif- these long stints of pantomime .
ferentiating between these shows There was a rumour that Aladdin
was to be his last pantomime in
and the real thing?
The south of England repre- Scotland. He shrugs, success is
sents the nadir of the pantomime ephemeral: " It may wen be .•. it
art. "Principal boys with no hats , -depends on whether they keep
holly tights ... " It was not as a Cinderella for me. If they do then
crusader that he moved south in I'll probably be doing that the
1959 however. Rather it was "be- year after next. If they don't then
cause I'd become a Scottish star it'll probably be the last one I do."
but no one knew me from pussy Stanley Baxter is Scottish pansouth of the border:" 1bis decision tomime's number one 'bums on
to move to Highgate must have seats' pantomime dame. I har'clly
beeQ the most important one in think they will refuse him.

the music was conveyed most convincingly. After a slightly timorous opening, the choir's assurance
increased greatly; the Credo was
dramatic and affirmative while
the Et Resurrexit abounded with
dynamic rhythm and full-bodied
choral singing.
It wasn't all boisterous , however, and the SCC presented
some beautifully controlled and
sensitive musical interpretation.
This was particularly evident in
the glorious soprano-contralto
duet of the Qui Toi/is which
flowed with great lyrical charm ,
and the Crucifixus for Soprano
solo which lilted along like a
beautiful Italian folk song.
Fmally, the Agnus Dei, the
most restrained movement of the
work , was sung with intense
reverence. I suppose even Rossini
was slightly subdued by the fact
that he was hoping that this Mass,
written at the end of his life ,
would buy him a 'ticket to
heaven' .
This was an excellent performance by the sec and a delightful
opportunity to hear this all-tooneglected Rossini masterpiece.
Heather Foley

CHOIR

the history of the harp. Starting
with the baby of the family - the
Oairsack harp. Although she
played two charming Irish folk
tunes on it , her performance illustrated the very limited capacity of
the instrument with which she did
not feel particularly at home.
Moving up a size to the
Troubador harp she played a piece
of music she has composed herself,
"The Namia Theme" . The
repeated four quaver figure in the
bass and a surprising range of contrasts in the melody, achieved
through the use of different registers and by varying the area of the
strings plucked, she captured all
the charm , mystique and fantasy of
the C. S. Lewis books that inspired
the work.
She now ocnsiders London to be
her home after 25 years in Great
: Britain living with her family and
teaching at the Royal College of
Music. She does not miss Spain ,
but remembers it with love, she
told us.
Sarah Bainbridge

Edinburgh Quartet - looking silly.

iBINiuR8ft 66XRfif
Reid Hall; 14th January
The overa11 standard of performance , I need hardly say, was
faultless as far as I am concerned;
my only bone of contention , as
will become clear, lay in the
choice of works . They began with
Mendelssohn's Capriccio and
Fugue, a typically enjoyable
Romantic piece in its harmonic
harmlessness and lush , bubbling,
effortless melodic content. In the
Capriccio, Miles Baster's solo violin mixed beautifully with the
well-observed restraint of the
accompaniment. The fugue,
whilst slightly less conventionally
romantic in its ferocity , was
nevertheless still recognisable as
belonging to that genre.
What a contrast it made to the
harsh dissonances, scurrying bowing and weird melodies of Bar-

tok's Quartet No. 4. The fact that
the compqser was still writing the
final (fifth) movement durmg the
first rehearsals of this work may
have added edge , but edge is
hardly what it lacks. Technically ,
the full range of devices , from
whooping harmonics and glissandi in the first movement to the
pizzicato double-stopping in the
very Hungarian-sounding fourth
movement, was deployed with an
ease which belied the meticulous
detail of Bartok's score , but the
chief joy for me lay in those passages reminiscent of Sibelius and
Stravinsky. Personal preferences
aside Quartet No. 4 is one of the
finest representations of Bartok's
musical development, and one of
the main receptacles of his tough
experimental style; certainly it
was loudly applauded by the audience . Diffrent strokes for
diffrent folks, I suppose.
BobClark

NIT-HEAT RE
F
--~--------FILM HOUSE O D E O NB ED LAM LY CE U
Lothian Road
2282688
ALTERED STATES
23Jan ; 2.30
Ace film with William Hurt playing
the serious scientist who discovers that fooling around with drugs
and sensory deprivation can make
you regress. Maybe that's what
happened to Sly Stallone.
KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
23-29 Jan; 6.00, 8.30
25Jan ; 3.45
29Jan ; 2.30
Two prisoners in a Brazilian jail,
one homosexual and the other
completely different, are kept in
suspense as to , whether the
homosexual, played by William
Hurt, will betray the other. To
make matters worse, Hurt's
favourite method of mental
escape is to recount movie tales
which the other hates.
SEBASTIANE
23 Jan; 6.45, 8.45
Derek Jarman's tale of a garrison
of Roman soldiers during the rise
of Christianity and the clash between homosexuality and martyrodm .
ALPHAVILLE
ORPHEE
24 Jan; 7.00, 2.00
25 Jan; 2.30, 7.00
Orphee is Jean Cocteau 's version
of Orpheus set in a modern Parisian
underground,
whilst
Alphaville is the tal~ of two lovers
set in a world where logic and
mathematics has taken the place
of emotion and imagination.
THE KILLING FIELDS
24,25Jan; 11 pm
A story set in Cambodia when the
Americans decided to bomb it
regardless of neutrality. The film is
the story of a war correspondent's
attempts to get his Cambodian
friend out.
DIM SUM

26Jan; 1.15
27, 28 Jan; 6.15, 8.15
A charming film focusing on the
Americanisation of a Chinese
familoy in San Francisco, and the
family problems which transcend
the race barriers.
JARMAN HOME MOVIES 1
IMAGINING OCTOBER
26Jan ; 8.15
Jarman's experiments with Super
8 movie-making and Imagining
October is a critique of modern
politics.
THE TEMPEST
29 Jan; 6.45, 8.45
An interpretation of Shakespeare
with humour and visual pleasure
and w(th Derek Jarman directing.

F I L M

SOC

KOYAANISOATSI
AMADEUS
24Jan; 11 .15
Odeon
A stunning modern film about
industrial society out of balance,
with music by Philip Glass, fol lowed by the Oscar-winning portrayal of the life of Mozart.
GILDA
UNDER THE VOLCANO
26Jan; 6.45
George Square Theatre
Gilda is one of the finest roles ever
portrayed by Rita Hayworth,
heart-throb of millions and
supoerb actress. Under the Volcano is the story of the last day in
the life of a drink-sodden diplomat
in Mexico
THE BANK DICK
SATURDAY NIGHT,
SUNDAY MORNING
29 jan; 6.45
·Pleasance
The first is a classic w. C. Fields
,comedy, wh ilst the second is one
of a series of British films which
reflect the mood of young people
in Britain at the start of the sixties.

------------

South Clerk Street
667 7331
ROCKY IV
1.30, 3.50, 6.15, 8.40
Yep, Ole Rubber Neck returns to
do battle with his latest foe, the
monumental Ivan Drago, played
by Dolph Lundgren, in the classic
East-West struggle. How to
destroy the Geneva convention in
an hour and a half.
PRIZZl'S HONOUR
2.00, 5.10, 8.00
Kathleen Turner and Jack Nicholson star in this tale of two careerminded hit-persons and lovers
who find they have to fill a contract on each other. A good, black
comedy.
DEFENCE OF THE REALM ·
2.15, 5.45, 8.15
Investigative journalist Gabriel
Byrne sets out to investigate a
government scandal, a minister's
mistress (Greta Scacchi) and that
government's can kill people

DOMINION
Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
BACK TO THE FUTURE
2.10, 5.10, 8.10
When young Michael J. Fox (actually he's 24) goes back in time he
finds it necessary to get back
before his now teenage mother
realises her desires for him. The
scientist who got him there of
course knows nothing about it.

NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
EUROPENA VACATION
2.25, 5.25, 8.25
The crazy Animal House team
give the treatment to a 'zany' family wreaking havoc around
Europe. Very funny and besides
you'll have fun spotting all the
sights.
WITNESS
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Harrison Ford is still going strong
in ,Cinema 3 as the good cop who
is the only witness to a drug
related murder by some bent cops
and subsequently he has to disappear into the 19th century Amish
community.

A

B

Forrest Road
225 9873
RICHARD Ill
27 Jan-3 Feb
7.30
Tickets: £2, £1.75 (cone),
£1.25 (members)
By William shakespeare. The Bedlam's first mainterm production
and probably the most easily
accessible - who didn't read it at
school? If this production is as
good as the poster it should be
well worth seeing,
RICHARD Ill - PART II
29 Jan
1 pm
A parody of the mainterm Shakespeare classic, set between the
Klingons and James T. Kirk. A
must for all Trekkies.

ADAM HOUSE
IONESCO'S LE ROI SE MEURT
29 Jan-1 Feb
7.45
Tickets: £1.50-£2
The
Escogriffes
present
IOonesco's witty and controversial study of human mortality.

K

N G

I
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2 Leven Street
2291201
Till Feb 22
7 pm, Matinees Sat 2.30
Tickets: £2.50-£5
ALADDIN
One of the longest-running pantos
this year. Its main attraction is
Stanley "Wasn't my TV Christmas
Special just lab" Baxter as Widow
Twankey. You can also admire the
non-existent talents of Sarah
"Saturday Sa11erstbre" Greene
who plays Princess Tai-Lu.

Grindlay Street
229 8663
TARTUFFE
Jan 23-Feb 15
Free Preview Jan 23, 7.45
7.45
Tickets : £2-£5
By Moliere, translated by Liz Lochhead, University writer in residence. It took the magnificent
Moliere three attempts to write
this so it should be pretty humorous stuff. It's about a lecherous
con-man and takes the mickey out
of the bourgeoisie.

BR U NTON
H
A
L
t
High Street, Mussel burgh
665 2240
WHO'S AFRAID OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF?
Till Feb 1
7.30
Presented by the Brunton Theatre.
This is a play about a married
couple who delight in highlighting
each other's faults in a not very
subtle fashion.

CHURCH HILL
T H E A T R ,E
Church Hill
447 7597
Till 25 Jan
7.30
Tickets £2 (from the theatre after 7
pm
By John Vanburgh, presented by
Onstage 66. This is described as
being a restoration comedy so
perhaps history fans would have
some idea of what it's about and
·appreciate its humour.

EXHIBS
S Tl LL SCITY
_G_A_L_L_E_R_Y C E N
105 High Street
557 1140
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART
Till Feb8
A display of both British and
American art and features work by
well-known photographers such
as Beaton Worth and Stieglitz.

Market Street
225 2424
WOODWORKS
A display of the work of John Duhcan, RSA. Th is exhibition is sp~cially designed for blind people,
i.e. Braille labels and exhibits to be
handled. Good idea.

FRUITMARKET
TALBOT RICE
C GALLERY GA L L ER V

Lothian Road
2293030
BACK TO THE FUTURE
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
American brat Michael J. fox
speeds back in time and bumps
into his parents with disastrous
effects. More Big Bucks for Spielberg, but everybody loves it.

PLENTY
1.50, 4.50, 8.00
Meryl Streep finds her new life of
'plenty' after the war when she
was ·a resistance worker offers her
nothing, especially her husband
played by Charles Dance, so she
takes up with a band of artistic
types which just happens to
include Tracey Ullman and Sting.

YEAR OF THE DRAGON
2.15, 5.15, 8.30
Intrigue and murder in Chinatown
as a young ambitious Chinaman
on the make clashes with the hardbitten cop, played by Mickey
Rourke, as he strives to control a
warring Tong,

29 Market Street
J
225 2383
INTERIM
TWO PINWHEELS
Till Feb8
In the first exhibition Mary Kelly
makes a study of middle-aged
women. go along and see what
you 've got to look forward to! In
the second, the pinwheels are two
galleries (one in Kassel, W . Germany and Amsterdam). The,
exhibition features work by
Richard Tuttle taken from these
two public collections.
Tues-Sat 10-5.30.

Old College, South Bridge
6671011
CRITICAL LINES
TAKING FORM
Till Feb8
The first exhibition shows contemporary British radical and
satirical illustrations by Gerald
Searle, Ralph Ste~dman and
many more. Taking Form has
drawings, prints and photographs
by members of the Federation of
Scottish Sculptors.
Mon-Sat 10-5.

C O L L E G E'.
G A LL ER Y O F O F
A R T'.
MODERN ART_,,___ _ _ __
Belford Road
556 8921
AMERICAN IMAGES
Till Feb 23
An extensive portrayal of American life as seen through the lenses
of several photographers. Good
exhibition to give you the feel of all
aspects of American life.
Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5.

Lauriston Place
229 9311
HUMANITIES
Till Jan 31
Playing-card designs are on show
and it traces their development
from the 16th century to the present. In the Sculptu re Court there
are drawings and paintings and
new works by the college students.
Mon-Fri 10-5, Sun 10-12

For the January-March tern,
pass system. Ask for the leafl
you pay the standard £2.30 ani
the card_ is taken from you and
cinema 1s now non-smoking.

C>DEC>N

A standard £1.50 st udent con
from Sunday to Thursday. Ho
cost you £2.60. Cin emas 2 andl

DOIVIINI
Students pay £1 .20 for all perfo
The only exception is the late eve
only non-smoking p art of the buil
shut on Sundays.

,

FILIVIHO
Matinees (Tuesday-Friday) co
(Sunday-Friday) cost £1.20. Th '
minutes before perfo rmance st
late evening films but you can
smoking in both cinemas.

FILIVISOC
Members get in free t o all pert~
can be purchased in advance a1y
week and from th e Postgrad ~1$

BEDeLAM\

All tickets for lunchtime product··
your consumption . Membership 1 e
allows reductions on all tickets. a
are held every Monday at 6.
interested in any aspect of Bedla

TRAV E R
Exclusive offer th is year for me,
which allows many benefits. Thei
Sunday performance; £2 for a sttH
before performance; free entry ti
theatre clubs in Britain .
They offer a plastic card costing
two tickets at co ncessionary
performance). Check at box offi

ESCA

ESCA have changed pre mises to ·
contrary to this year's Student
time during office hours t o me
or alternatively pho ne her.

SNO
Students are welcomed in any
Usher Hall. Tickets cost £2 and
Friday evening .

BED
In a concerted ettort to improv
dent', Bedlam and Joe Public, Wh
ous Bedlam Guide. All int erested
tion by ringing 225 9873 and askin
publicity manager or Pete Craig,
bers or interested spectators are
that your £1.75 membership gains
MAINTERM PRODUCTIONS

RICHARD Ill
27 Jan-3 Feb
SCOTTISH STUDENT DRAMA
FESTIVAL PLAYS
IT IF HAD PLEASED GOD
THE RAIN

C

HITLER DANCES
16 Feb-19 Feb

l

GREEK
21 Feb-24 Feb

EIGHT DAYS - PASSION PLAY
28 Feb-7 March

l
t

1:

Edinburgh University Theatr~;:
shows - If it Had Pleased Go~, i
Scottish Student Drama Fest1va1
ween the 23 Feb and 1 March at r
this takes your fancy contact eith ~e
the above address and get ticket

UNIVENTSM
THUR 23 JAN
l -rates a student _cin~ma
r' h desk. For six v1s1ts
~ casd stamped. After this
.
8 car
t £Sin return. The entire

rate holds .in all cinem~s
the weekends entry will
n-smoking.
in•Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
~QWS in Cinema 3-the
Incidentally, this place is

. early evening shows
'ts are on ly. available 30
No ocncessions given for
111 these in advance. Non-

ce~. Guest tickets _(£1. 25)
Union Shop during the
ts' Union, 24 Buccleuch

I ;ic1ud0>soup and bread ~or

,· pe Bedla m 1s £1 .75, wh ich

s. am Committee meetings
in the theatre. Anyone
lways welcome.

11 Ershii:r: £4 for four years,

,elude a free ticket to any
/standby ticket 10 minutes
, e~Bar and many other

METHSOC
Nicolson
Square
Methodist
Church
7.30
Everyone welcome for coffee,
then stay and hear about 'Developments at Nicolson Squre',
led by Chris Wood .

KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixth Level Common Room ,
JCMB
1.10
Dr Charles Duncan of the Dept
opt Metorology will talk on The
Northern Lights.

HAPYHOUR
Teviot Row
8-9

FR I 24

JAN

RCS
District Trades Council
Picardy Place
7.30
Keith Thomson will speak on
"19B6: Who needs t he Labour
Party" .
HAPPY HOUR
Pleasance
8-9
MEDICINE SHOW DISCO
Chambers St
Apart from the happy hour there
will be a happy hour from B-9.

MON 27 JAN
FRIENDS OF THE PLAYGROUP
Patridge Bar
W. Nicolson St
7.30
A drinks evening for all friends of
the Playgroup.
POETRY SOCIETY
Library Bar
Chambers St
7.30
Gavin Ewart will be reading his_
poetry.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St Ballroom
8-9
£1.50 for the Ballet Class. All ,
especially Beginners, welcome.
ROCK DISCO
Chambers St
9-12
BURNS SUPPER
Catholic Students Union
23 George Square
7.00
3 Courses, whisky and a Ceilidh
with piper. Tickets £3 from 23
George Square.

TU ES 28 JAN

lTRICULATION CARD

M
ml!Qication between 'Stupresent the first stupendillns qn gain furth er informaeither James Baxendale, the
~ manager. New mem11!11come and remember
•c:01111ts on your tickets.

l»<®IMES - WED 1 pm

HARO Ill -Pt. 2

IC

S U N 2 6 J A N T H U R 2.3 J A N S A T 2 5 J A N

EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
Cheviot Rooms, Pleasance
7.30
Zoos and Conservation-Robert
Allison, the Education Officer of
Edinburgh Zoo, gives an illustrated talk on the pro's and cons
nf modern zoos. All welcome.

HAPPY HOUR
Chambers St.
8-9
There is also a disco till 12.

utirrie Street (225 4061)
into the offices at any
full-time secretary,

u ·s

THE DANCE
TeviotRow
Two discos, three bars and a
happy hour from 9-10. What
more
could
the
rampant
alcoholic hope for?
HAPPY HOUR
Pleasance
7.30-8.30
CLUBKASUMO
Potterrow, Mandela Centre
A happy hour from 8.30-9.30 and
the distinct possibility of a live
band .

SAT 25 JAN
DISCO
TeviotRow
A disco in the Park Room with a
Happy Hour to prepare you from
8-9.

In

EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
TeviotRow
8.30-12
A Burns Night Ceiklidh. Tickets
3vailable from Friends of the
Earth Meetings or at the door,
price £1. Everyone welcome.

EUCND
Chaplaincy Centre
7pm
.
Steve martin from the Scottish
Campaign to Resist the Nuclear
Menace will speak on 'The Links
between Nuclear Weapons and
Nuclear Power'. All welcome
EUSNA.
Teviot Row
Balcony Rm

FIRST . EDINBURGH STUDENTS
BEER FESTIVAL
Heriot-Watt Union
18
~ also taking three of their
Griondlay St
' in and Hitler Dances - to the Noon-Midnight
ndee. This will be held bet- Open to all Students. A vast
Row, Dundee University. If selection of beers and scrumpy,
Bedlam or the SSDF office at- hot snacks and a five piece jazz
es.
band.

THE HEATORS
Preservation Hall
(Victoria Street)
Free.

FR I 24

EDINBURGH
COMPETITION
FESTIVAL
Queen's Hall
Works
by
Leighton, Mendelssohn
Leon Coates and standord.
7.45 pm: £2 (cons. £1.50)
THE HEART INDUSTRY
Preservation Hall Free

JAN

SUN 26 JAN

SHEILA JORDAN
HARVIE SWARTZ
Queen's Hall
(Clerk Street)
Jazz critics put Sheila Jordan in
their selection of four top female
jazz singers including Betty Carter and Ella Fitzgerald. "Each
song is a personal experience."
Definitely a date in my diary.
Martin is wide recognised as Britain's leading jazz guitarist.
10 pm: £3.50
SNO
Usher Hall
The young Finnish conductor
Jukka Pekka Saraste leads the
night with the British premiere of
Eero Hameennieni's Symphony.
Rachmaninov's Piano Concerto
No. 1 is always a treat as is
Sibelus's Symphony No. 2.
7.30 pm: £9.40-t3.30

TEXAS
Hoochie Coochie Club
(WSest Tollcross) ·
Jazz, funk, soul and latin music to
get your heart beating _and your
feet stompin'!
10.30 pm: £2

BLUES BROTHERS
Preservation Hall
Free

ZERO ZERO
Preservation Hall
For heavy rock fans.
Free.

A MUSICAL MYSTERY TOUR
FOR CHILDREN
Queen's Hall
Children from the Broughton
Music Unit entertain.
A wonderful way to spe_nd Sunafternoon!
Ice-cream
day
included.
2.30 pm: £1 .50 (75p kids)
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
Free

MON 27 JAN

SAT 25 JAN WED 29 JAN
Alas! The Tour
Griff Rhys Jones · Mel Smith
Playhouse
1
1n the words of the programme
"Smith and Jones are terrific
inventive and percep.t ive comedians". What else can I add?
7.30 pm : £6-£4
GOOMBAYBEAT
The Barbados Suite
(West Tollcross)
Fridays and Saturdays
Raggae and Soul. Sundays Fiesta
Tropicana.
9.30 pm-3 am ·
Late bar, open to all.

CACTUS CLUB
Kavio
(Victoria Street)
9.30 pm: £1.50
CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZZ BAND
Preservation Hall
Free
RICKY SKAGGS
Playhouse
A country and western singer
ivho must be some worth as Elvis
,:ostello appears on his latest
album. Worth going to.
7.30 pm: £6.50, £5

8.30
Ester Brietenbach will speak on
Woman's Rights.
INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY
The Southsider
W . Richmond St.
1.00
Meetings weekly, visits, speakers,·quizzes.
LUNCHTIME TALK
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10
Social Action in an Age of
Despair, given by Mr T~d
Matthas director of the Edinburgh C~uncil of Social Service.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St. Ballroom
7.15 Beginners
8.15 Advanced
£1.50 a class or £7 for 6. All welcome.

WED 29 JAN
LATE NIGHT DOUBLE FEATURE
Chambers St
All three bars to get drunk in,
Super Trog disco. Happy Hour
from 9-10 and live Band, THE
SHAMEN who used to be Alone
Again Or.

AC/DC
'Playhouse
(Grenside Place)
A good fund band sing along to
the chorus!
7.30 pm: £8, £7

MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10
.
Blessed are The Meek - Rev.
Farquhar McArthur, Kirk O'Field
Church.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Highland Room Pleasance
7.30
50
Contemporary Class, only £1. ·
Come along \o find out more.
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow, Mandela Centre
A happy hour between 8.30 and
9.30

Until Sat 8 Feb 6.00 and 8.30

Cinema 1

~~~! ~l~~~!i~~!~n:~e~e~~j~)ine homosexu.at, impris~med 8S 8 S8X':J8I offender,
and Valentin (Raula Julia) is a political prisoner, an aesthetically dedicated r_evolut1onary, puntanically macho {and the 'real man' Molina so desperately wants) share a pnson cell.
Cinema 2
Thurs 23 6.45 and 8.45

~e~!~!~a!·~~~!~~ative study of history, homosexuality and politics.
Fri 24 and Sat 25 at 7 pm
Cinema2

ALPHAVILLE IPGJ
Directed by Jean Luc Godard
Cocteau 's

+

ORPHEEiPGJ
with Orpheus in a modern (1949) Paris setting.

Cinema 1

Late Night Saturday 25 at 11 pm .

~~e~!r~~~~n~a~~~~n~ ~~blesale slaughter resulting fr_om Nixon's decisi~nto bomb milit-

ary bases and supply routes across the Vietnamese border 1n neutral Cambodia, seen through
the experience of two men.
Cinema2
Sun26-Tue28 6.15and8.15

£':

aSd~t:h~~) sense of humour, Wayne Wang chronicles the special relationship binding
1
th~ee members of a Chinese family living in san Francisco.
Wed 29 6.45 and 8.45
Cinema2
Ja~~n!~:~~~t!r~~:!ati~n of the .wedding s~enes offe~ded American critics, but this version
.
of his favourite Shakespeanan p lay 1s etheral, Ilg ht and witty.
50 matinees this week: ALTERED STATES (18), Thu 23; ALPHAIVIUE + ORPHEE fPG J, Fn 24;
SUM (U) Tue 28; KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN (15) Wed 29. All at 2.30 EXCEPT
ALPHAVILLE & ORPHEE , which is at 2.00.

otf.
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On the Move

¢JI.

Peter Car~oll goes alon~ to Castle St. to find out why black music specialis~ Move Records have made Edinburgh their home. Is th1S what they mean by Northern Soul? ... ,
<.
You can count on me
To give you all I've got . ..
You can name the action
/ guarantee satisfaction.
Play me . ..

Oliver Cheatham Play Me

Introduction:
What is Move?
Move is a small independent
record label set up by ex-Motown
A&R man Alan Omokhoje. Disillusioned by Mo to wn ·uK's
relentless pursuit of tee nie pop
clones (a major fo r mino rs) he left
to set up his own labe l in October
1984.
"My idea was to go in there and
try and get them to sign decent ,
credible bands," he says of
Motown , the bitterness still
remaining. ·' But a ll they wanted
was the next Howard Jones o r
something . . . totally ridiculous."
He soon realised that he would
have to set up his own company in
order tocontinue to promote
At
artists of his choice.
present this company deals mainly
with black music - the music
Alan loves and knows best.
"Move is going in one particular
direction . We aim to build ourselve~ up in the field of black music
generally. We' re putti ng out real
R 'n' B; soul; blues; jazz; reggae:
the whole thing. obviously we 'd
like to expand furthe r eventually
... I mean I don't want Move to
be looked upon as just a black
music label." In fact there are
already white artists o n the label:
"Move is about breaking down barriers, not erecting them.
An important aspect of the
Move ethos is that it is solely concerned with the new releases of its
artists.
It does not
like Kent o r Charly (the label's
distributors), reissue o ld deleted
material , nor does it specialise in
one particular area of black
music. Rather Move is concerned ,
as its name suggests, with progression; new releases, new fields of
music , new artists.
"Move is the o nly black label
doing what we're d o ing ," states
Alan pointing o ut the fact that
they are able to attract high quality artists on a shoestring budget:
"They know they'll get treated
well ."

of Angel by David Sea.
.
No. 3 is out at the end of th;
month and two further series are
in the pipeline. Lowlife is to be a
Blues series of well-packaged EPs
from unfairly neglected artists,
and there is even a Gospel series
lined up to boot.

D

0

Alan hopes that Move's reputation for releasing good records
will grow and that sooner or later
one will cross over into the main
charts. He is sceptical about current trends in black music such as
rap or hip-hop (last year's thing,
already) and reluctant to jump

N

E

The Edinburgh
Connection
Here it comes. Why Edinburgh , Alan ?
"Oh God . Everybody asks
th at! " Yet despite the understand~bly fatigued reply, this is not an
nreasonable question . Why
~

. any bandwagon simply because
there's money to be made-:
. "I'm not interested in getting
involved in music just ·i>ecause
it sells very well. Qbvio~sly we're
pleased when our records do well ,
but at the same lime I don't really
see the need to compromise on
the material that we're issuing."

Good music
You love it
YOU cannot refuse it
It's for you and yours.
Al Campbell
It's For You and Yours

Select Discography.
LPs: ·

V

Al Campbell: Forward Natty MVLP 1
Michael Prophet: Ceasefire MVLP 2
Percy Larkins: Music of Passion MVLP 3
Freddie McKay: Tribal Inna Yard MVLP 6
Ariel: Ariel MVLP 8
Move into Soul pts 1, 2 and 3

A
N

. 12" singles:
Don Evans: Gonna Care For Y ou MS 2
Oliver Cheatham: Mama Said MS 3
Heptones: One Step Ahead MS 4
Johnny Dean: Sitting Around My Table MS 7
Tommy Tate: Tommy Tate MIS 3

s
D o n Evans. Could yo,u care for him?
choose E dinburgh, hundreds of
miles fro m London and witho ut
any su bstantial black community
to house a new reco rd labe l dedicated mainly to black artists?
" Obviously there are drawbacks in th at we're o ut on a limb
up here. But after the Moto wn
fi asco (an ugly look crosses his
face) I just wanted to get away
fro m Londo n and do sometl;ing
different. "
•
It transpires that there is no real
reason for choosing Edinburgh.
Alan had friends up here but he
could have chosen " Bristol or Birmingham or anywhere .. Still.he is ·
pleased if Move is seen a• helping
to promote an awareness d black
music in the city.

tho usan'ds of free records up and
down the country for publicity
purposes; buying co ke for DJs:
the list is long and the price is
high.
Rather , Move has to bide its
time, release good quality records
and build up its already good
reputation in the ho pe that
more exposure will follow .
Recently they have been featured
in The Face and last week's NME
carried a feature on Tommy T ate,
a highly acclaimed though little
known soul singer based in
Jackson , Mississippi. This is the
sort of coverage Alan feels will get
them into the public eye (and help
them to sell more records!)

Radio airplay is harder to come
by. Robbie Vincent and a few
specialist DJs will play Move's
releases but in many cases the
label is simply ignored: " Obviously we send the records out to
It is a sad fact that having a good the radio stations knowing that in
product does not guarantee hits . some cases they'll be totally
Don Evans's Gonna Care For You ignored. But you have to do it ."
may be the best record that
There are also one or two probAswad never made , but he seems · lems with packaging and distributo have even less chance of having tion , but Alan is confident that
a hit than Britain's premier reggae these will be ironed out in time , as
act themselves.
their
marketing
approach
Let's face it you have to be pro- becomes ever more professional.
moted if you want to enter the big
league, and Move operate on such
a tiny budget that they are unable
to pay themselves wages.

The Address of Move Records is 1 Castle St. Edinburgh F;,H2
3AH.

Al Campbel\ ·

Product and
Marketing

tatnment. Their points of reference are all rooted in mainstream
TV . Where Lloyd Cole would
Back in the DHSS
mention Truman Capote or Eve
Marie-Saint, HMHB casually
Half Man Half Biscuit are the drop in such figures of 70s junk
latest bunch of wacky scousers to culture as Lionel Blair, Una
emerge from the John Peel show, Stubbs or Bob Todd. In addition ,
to scale the heights of superstar- their reworkings of the old David
dom , but don 't let this put youott. Essex classic Seal clubbing ( me
Their Peel session featured the and my girl'-out on the ice), and
sublime.All I want for Christmas is the rock slandard Times flies by
the Duk/a Prague Away Kit (a (when you're a driver of a train)
The " Move into Soul" : series is Salingernsque tale of Subbuteo add their own distinct tastelessnow well established, with no. 1 rivalry) , and the rousing Trumpe- ness.
Musically HMHB are reminisfeaturing a classic Frederick Bul- ton Riots ("keep Mrs Honeyman
lard track: You 've Got To Give It right out of sight - there·s gonna cent of the lighter side of the excel
Up, and a duet between the titanic be a riot down in Trumpton lent Nightingales , but perhaps
their most obvious influence is the
Percy
Larkins
and
an tonight" ).
Unfortunately. neither of these long-forgottenb Hot Placenta.
unspedificed female, / Need To
to
world
culture
contributions
Like the HMHB manage to transSee You Again, which smoulders
in such an intensely sexual man- appears on Back in the DHSS. cend the fact thattheir words and
although
ther
are
enough
other
music are absurdly stupid and proner, that it was surely recorded in
the bedroom rather than the treats to show why Peel named it duce something genuinely enteras
his
favourite
LP
of
1985.
studio. " Move Into Soul" no. 2
taining. You'd better start :!eaming
The most appealing aspect of the Len Ganley stance teveryfeatures Trudy Lynn's Boysto•nHMHB
is
their
keen
eye
for
the
body's doing it) .
sounding Bring The Beef Home
Tom Lappin
To Me , and an extended version . moronic nature of popular enter-

The Future

Alan Omokhoje. Photo: Waverley
Station

~OVE

At present all Move's profits are
ploughed back into the company
and the staff are on the dole . They
do have a distribution deal with
Charly (themselves R 'n' B
specialists) who have reps on the
road to push new releases. However, the fact of the matter is that
a small company like Move has
next to no chance of getting a
record into the national top 20
simply because it cannot afford
the rigmarole of making videos;
paying 'pluggers' to get their
records on Radio l ; distributing

Half Man Half Biscuit
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Road to Nowhere
In the first of a two part series, Gavin Macdonald embarks upon a perilous journey to the darkest recesses of his TV set to discover whether
video really did kill the radio star.
graphic: Rory Macbeth

It is reported that as the boat
carrying the latest monthly
number of Dickens' Old Curiosity
Shop drew in atNew York harbour, the passengers on board
were assailed with cries from the
large crowd assembled there,
eager to know if the author had
yet killed off Little Nell . In 1939,
Orson Welles' historic radio
broadcast of The War of the
Worlds had large sections of the
population of the American midwest running through the streets
in fear of a real Martian invasion.
The population of the/ Love Lucy
sitcom in the early days of television was registered by a marked
decrease in the use of the telephone and in water demand
across the United States on Monday evenings, when the programme was aired. "Late opening
now on Thursdays, " proclaimed a
notice outside one major Chicago
department store, "we love Lucy
two. "
Aside from perhaps reflecting a
certain credulity in the American
temperament, these disparate
incidents are remarkable not only
for conveying the awesome power
of various media , but for suggesting the way in which this power is
consistently transferred towards
the most easily accessil:le source.
Folks must be amused, preferably
in as passive manner as possible.
If the written word is all that is
available,
then
books · will
assuredly be read, but how much
easier it is just to listen, and easier
still to watch. Just sit back and
soak it up.
The modern twist on this is the
rise and rise of video technology.
By 1980, 200,000 video cassette
recorders had been sold in Britain; today. the figure is closerto
five million , a trend which mirrors
almost exactly the growth patternof television in the 1950s. Leaving aside the (as yet) largely
untried areas of cable and satellite
TV, video is everywhere: in the
home. in the pub. in the shop. in
advertising. and even in attempts

to market video newspapers ( Oracle, Ceefax, Prestel).
The effect of this upsurge on
our perception of popular music
has been incalculable. It is seen as
inevitable that thenew technology
will eventually send the audioonly LP the way of all flesh and
the 78 rpm, but at the moment the
single most important development has been the concept of the
promotional pop video.
Video, in this sense, is simply
an extension of style and image,
which has of course always been
crucial to success ( financial rather
than artistic) in this field: writness
the way in which Elvis Presley
brought black music to a mass
audience in the 1950s, or the early
achievements of the Beatles, as
much haircut as harmony.
The crucial characteristic of
video marketing, however, lies in
the fact that for the first time,..,.
attention is being explicitly drawn
away from the artist and music in
question, towards startling visual
effects that have only a contingent
justification . How often, for
example, have you witnessed pub
conversation grind to a halt as
jaws drop and eyes turn to gaze in
thrall at a screen full of vacuous,
flickering images? And, more to
the point, how many have been
able to hum the tune ten minutes
later?
The concept of video as "promotional" encompasses a profound
ambiguity. As a visual subtext
aimed at reinforcing the appeal of
the disposable confection known
and beloved as the pop song that is, as a means of promoting
music per se-video is a non-starter. In this clash of sound and vision, the eyes will always have it.
We receive almost 75% of sensory
stimulous via the retina, few
things enrapturing thehuman
brain more effectively than a moving picture. Consequently, less
notice is taken of whatever comes
in at the ear.
"Promotion .. is only possible by
shifting the context of meaning to

music as a marketable commodity; in this, video proves itself
devastatingly. The recipe for pop
success in 1986 is simple: plenty of
jump cuts, light and colour, and
the music be daf!1ned. The power
of video is such that the increasingly flimsy constructions of
rhythm ma&qu rading as songs
will continue to sell.
None of this; you will gather,
comes cheaply. A big label is normally prepared to spend about
£20,000 on a video for a first-time
group, but this can be raised massively if the company feels like a
gamble (as was the case with AHa's recdent Take on me, clocking in at £100,000). For established stars (Spandau, Bowie,
Duran and co.) , costs range from
the extorionate to the obscene,
the dubious privilege of most
expensive video being currently
Michael Jackson's Thriller at a

cool £1 1h million.
The link between this kind of
expenditure and selling power is
undeniable. Music Television, the
largest of America's cable music
channels, broadcasts pop videos
24 hours a day , and is watched
regularly by 85% of the country's
18-34 year olds. MTV airtime is
priceless as far as second sales'are
concerned, heavy rotation practically guaranteeing a place in the
charts.
the
technological
Despite
advances, the average video is of
mind-numbingly poor quality: the
time for a shoot is often cramped
into three days , and most of the
directors are hampered by an
i'nnate conservatism which leads
a preference for cliche and
plagiarism, better known as the
Pernod advert mentality. Advertisers is indeed what they are.
In recent years, musicians are

waking up to the fact that video
far from ~eing a peripheral fring~
concern, ts at the centre of their
livelihood . Increasingly, the po5•
sibility of charting without a video
for
promotional
pus poses
becomes remote . Take the
Smiths, one of the few groups who
have refused to have anything to
do with video, and whose recent
efforts at the hit single have met
with as much success as the SDP at
the last election.
More are content to ride the
tide, recognising that so long as
their faces are on a screen somewhere, quality control can go out
ofthe window: Ultravox, Wham!
(?), Depeche Mode, Sting, Go
West, Nik Kershaw etc, etc ad
infinitum. The right profile, hair,
teeth, bum, whatever - these are
the things that matter in the new
pop marketplace.
For every Cabaret Voltaire
who at least prepared to impro'.
vise in the medium, these are ten
groups content with a high-tech
high-gloss wallpaper which has no
perceivable thematic connection
with the song it was designed to
enhance. Marketing rather than
music is the key, the present subordinate to its gaudy wrapping
paper.
The strength of video , as far as
the record industry is concerned,
lies in its value as an anaesthetic.
The central tenent of the entrepreneur is that Joe Public is a
sucker who will buy anything, so
long as it is properly sanitised.
Even jib-jibs like the Thompson
Twins can now write a song about
heroin, ·so long as the package it
coyly enough.
The fresh-faced hopeful enters
this world and is soon hopelessly
compromised: deconstruction of
the pop ett,:~, radical manifesto,
Oscar Wilde quotes BLAH,
BLAH IN THE FIRST INTERVIEW. The boy wants to suffer
for his art, but his manager and
EMI have other ideas. Cue vidso: twenty technicians, computer graphics, blood, breasts and an
exploding camel.
Any kind of originality seems
stifled by the need to conform to
the videotic cliche, by the need,
above all, to be photogenic. A
way must be found through this
impasse if the visionary and
iconoclastic, a new Dylan or Sex
Pistols , are to be allowed to
appear.

l..,avin Macdonald

Disneyland? lulse ·Pulse· Pulse- Pulse!
UicioBisNiv
The Clock Comes Down
The Stair (Rough Trade)

The psychedelic exuberance hinted at in the title of
Microdisney's second LP
makes them sound like my
kind of joss stick, but in the
event, they plough a different
furrow. Unfortunately, they
are none too successful in
their chosen field.
Musically, the group travel the
familiar post-Postcard jangly
guitar route so beloved of this discerning young aesthete . For this,
of course. a decent melody is prerequisite. and here the Disneys
run into difficulties. Theirs is pop
by numbers- all structure and no
style. all bones and no meat.
Technically proficient to be sure.
but as dull and soulless as Paddy
McAloon ·s breakfast. Only on the
final track, the pleasingly melancholy And. does the corpse
twitch.
As to the lyrics, the album
cover - acres of empty grey rail-

the Shamen who used to call them- accessible American country sin·
selves Alone Again Or . . . and gers, i.e. less nauseating than most
were utterly dreadful under that of the others.
·
name; somehow l doubt whether
cerns. Yes folks, we're back in
The
Tube
this
week
would
they're much improved.
post-industrial Thatcher's BriGenuinely funny are Mel Smith appear to be an improvement on
tain. that favourite playground for
and Griff Rhys Jones, who bring recent weeks with The Damned
today's pop kids. Political contheir travelling comic show to the and The Del Fuegos live in the
cerns undergo intermittent fusion
Playhouse, also on Saturday. I studio and the wondrous Housewith the personal a la Costello.
admire these blokes a lot, mainly martins on film. I'll save the adubut any ·message· remains
for the way they can be funny with- lation of these chaps for when they
hopelessly diffuse, buried by glib,
out even cracking a joke - re the appear at Moray House next
tortuous wordplay.
Definite "pick of the week" as
Wispa adverts. However, if month but suffice it to say that
Add to this the vocalist's gratwe pundits say is the appearance of
they're not to your taste-and iti5 their debut, Flag Day, was one of
ingly mannered cut-rate miserabSheila Jordan on Friday at the
cool to slag them at the moment last year's very finest and they
lism (a peculiarly English style,
Queen's Hall. One of jazz music's
and to claim that you never really deserve a hit, OK?
this. shared wiih one Steven Morall-time greats, Sheila has perThe remaining telly fare looks a
liked Not The Nine O'Clock News
rissey) , and you'll gather that
formed even with the legendary
in the first place - then perhaps bit tepid in comparison. One highThe Clock . . . is not exactly my
Ella Fitzgerald and I urge you to
you can take solace in the Syndi- light is Annie Lennox on Saturday
flavour of the month. Still, any
go and see her. I also urge James
Superstore but only if you can stogroup with a bassist named Ed
cate who are playing at Moray
Jazz to get his arse on down there
Flesh cannot be without hope.
House College on the same night. mach the cloying Keith Chegwin.
since his report from last Friday's
Pure pop hopefuls, this bunch, A new series of Unforgettable gets
Microdisney could do them- show at the Queen's Hall is con- although the Radio Forth DJ Tom underway on Channel 4 on Satur·
selves a favour l;>y locking the door spicuous by its absence. Time for Wilson sees the Buzzcocks in day, featuring " unforgettable"
for a few months with only old some more hate mail, I reckon.
them; very strange, and I won't sound from the fifties to the mid·
seventies. This week sees Lipstick,
Beatles and June Brides records
If you somehow fall prey to the say to which one that's an insult.
for company. Meanwhile, I shall dubious charms of Potterrow on
Sunday night sees nothing Morton Music Machine, the Plat·
betake myself to the cloister and, the same night, the reward is an except the second night of the new ters and the Chilites. And a final
not for the first or last time, offer . appearance by pseudo-reggae Texas Club, of which more word of warning: those crap mer·
up a silent hymn of thanksgiving artistes Skanga. It's free to get in, elsewhere so I'll move right along chants at No Limits are in Glasgow
for Psychocandy.
anyway. Chambers Street Union is to Wednesday and one Ricky this Tuesday on BBC 2 - just a bit
Gavin Macdonald the place(?) to be on Saturday Skaggs at the Playhouse. Mr too close for comfort, methinks.
Keith Cameron
where you can all go and laugh at Skaggs is probably one of the most
way track -

indexes their con-

Please excuse me if this is
somewhat more convoluted
than usual as my brain cells
are in a state of temporary
shell-shock, on account of
being foolish enough to see
AC/DC last night. This
week's lamentable· scarcity of
live music does nothing to
ease the pain.
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Schlock 'em!
prompted to remove their shirts.
There were about 30 boys at the
front with indentikit fl at-top haircuts doing some intensely vigorous contact-shuffle , ~nd on occasion climbing up on a~sorted
pieces of furniture to relaunch
themselves into the thick of it.
Looked like good clean fun to me.
The Styngrites' " anthem" Murder
in the Graveyard provoked the
wildest fling of the evening, but
there were some pretty raucous
instrumental contenders also, like
Don't Tell Me.

George: kicking back the frontiers of establishment Rock.

photos: John Lindsay

THE STYNGRITES
Moray House

"Scotland's favourite live
band" were wearing silver
lurex trousers on Friday
night. And what's more terrifying still they deny

anxT sMds
Chambers Street Union

I was suspicious. Any band

accusations of being a psychobilly band. Shock, panic, horror: this could be the end of
serious rock journalism as we
know it.
The Styngrites got a very warm
reception at Moray House. So
warm , in fact , that many fans were
about a dozen dancers. Despite
this feeling being stuck at a party
in the Black Hole of Calcutta, the
rest of the audience did ma nage to
enjoy the band's heady mash of
funky-jazz-rock(?)(!)

whose sole advance publicity
is a quote from that 'oracle of
Stewart Hanratty's stingi ng
rock truth', the Glasgow
Herald, have to be a bit guitar solos pushed the songs
further on and higher up than a
dodgy!Haven'tthey?
Well no. D espite a complaining
PA , Great Shakes turned in the
best performance I've ever seen
from a Chambers Street band. My
only complaint was that while the
spacious Ballroom pulsed dully to
disco-piffle like The Pet Shop
Boys, some of the best live dance
music in to wn was crammed into
the Cellar B a r , with room for o nly

I remember reading about
Sling's new band in the middle of third term last year.
About how he was playing
~ith all these really talented
Jazz musicians, about how an
album was on its way, and a
tour to follow. Then I heard
the single. Great, I thought,
sounds like it should be really
gOOd. And then I rushed out
lo buy the album and it was,
Well, a bit of a disappointment
really. Don't get me wrong
(or write letters ·or complaint), I still think it's a very
enjoyable alb,11m. But be honest, it isn't exactly an adventurous break from the Police,

ing sound held the hitherto cynical
audience by the rhythm-buds and
din'! let go.
In the words of their frontman ,
they are not a bunch of "young
trendy guys with an image to sell" ,
which happily lets them get on
with the music, without twitching
awake at night, dreaming of
megastardom. If success comes ,
then OK, he says. -And it will .
Although they don 't have a
record-deal at present, a self,
financed cassette is selling Very
healthily at gigs, and is highly
recommended , even though one
of the songs is called Go For It.
And one final tip for any fans of
Zips For Lips - they are also
known as Great Shakes.
Graham Meikle

Texas· Feve.r
Last Sunday saw the opening night of the Texas Club, a
new
venture
by ,'\Ian
Campbell~ the man who
brou2ht us the Hoochie
Coochie Club, and held on
those very premises above
Coasters.

magazine." There's also a possibility of New York funk label
Fourth and Broadway offering a
special night of their records a nd
space-shuttle's hat , rather than
videos.
dragging them down , like some
The Latin music kept a very low
other well-known guitarists I'd
profile to say the least , none
better not name. A sax player who
entering these ears certainly.
looks like Hunter S. Thomson 's
Alan, however , hopes to make
attorney and clocks bongos in betSo Texas, it would appear, is amends for this. "We 'II be getting
ween parping wonderful eeks
now no longer famed only for its one DJ in who has about two or
from his saxophones, is backed up
cowboys a nd oilwells but also three thousand Latin and jazz
by a rhythm section that's tighter
music; Funk , Soul, Latin, Jaz z to LPs. That's going to be one feabe precise , according to the pub- ture of the club . that the DJs will
than jeans you've worn in the sea.
licity, at least . And it was indeed change from week to week ,
From the opening Feet, their shinpretty soulful (fuoking soulful ,- although the same basic conperhaps'/).
tinuity will be maintained. "
And how continuous will Texas
However , don't bother if funk
be? "From now on Sunday nights
or soul is not the bag you 're into,
will be dance nights whilst Fridays
as it were, as the night's music fell
will see bands performing ," says
predomina ntly into these two
Alan . 'That is. unless we get
categories. That _doesn't bother
offered a band for a Sunday that
me , thankfully , and the DJs
is it? And Sting's perfor- Man , although the latter . still imported all the way from the Sub we simply cannot refuse ; but
mance on the Tube wasn't wasn't as good as Grace Jones's Club in darkest Glasgow spun bands that big are very thin on the
exactly awe-inspiring, was it? cover. This band has musical cre- some topnotch records along the ground just now.··
So I approached this concert dentials as long as your arm, and it lines of Aretha Franklin - from
Unfortunately , never was truer
showed. Really they outclassed
very sceptically. I'd really like to
Respect to Who's ' Zooming Who word said and I reckon that the
Sting.
abe able to write a cynical review
- Ma rvin Gaye , James Brown , Texas Club is most definitely
Before you all complain, let me
of this one. After all , the guy's
worthy of your attention, not least
the Four Tops, Grace Jones ...
say
that
in
the
music
business
famous, got lots of money and is
because last Sunday the clintele
you know what I mean.
Sting
is
a
recognised
great
(he
has
supposedly damned hunky. So I
Best of all was were so bloody pretentious and
played
with
Mark
Knopfler
after
seeing some choice moments from self-consciously trendy. ·
suppose he deserves one. But I'm
all) but it's time we scotched this Gentlemen Prefer Blondes with
sorry, I can't do it. Sting was on
· A final quibble? No Wilson Picwise
man
of
music
image
.
The
Marilyn
stage for around two and a half
Monroe
providing kett records were played , not
of
the
backing
only
excellence
hours, and played over 20 songs.
Madonna with the inspiration for while I was there anyway. This is
showed up the inadequacy of the the Material Girl video - sheer inexcusable. Remember, Alan , it
The backing band lived up to their
basic
songs.
Sting
can
write
some
bliss. A )iealthy number of punters just can't get any better if you Wilreputation , and turned in some of
the finest performances I have · really great songs. But he also turned up to witness all this and son it.
manages
to
write
dross
like
Rusever seen from· individual musiAlan · Campbell seemed reasona-·
Keith Cameron
sians which he delivers with a lot bly happy with the state of play • Alan Campbell would be very
cians.
of
pomp
considering
he's
telling
when I spoke to him the next day.
pleased to hear from anyone who
As a single unit, they were so
you something you know already.
"Yes, a fair Start with room for could supply him with slides and/
tight they made Mother Theresa
It's
a
bit
of
a
shame
they
didn't
improvement here and there . or films for Texas. He is also keen
look like Joan Collins. As well as
faithfully reproducing the' num- just put up a large Levi's 501 Basically we want to diversify to hear from people who feel they
advert
on
stage.
Then
the
rest
of
bers from Dream of the Blue Turevents in later weeks with hope- could offer ideas or pracftical help
tles , they were able to breathe new the band could have just go.,on fully an 1-D Night which would on decorating the club. If
with
the
good
stuff.
involve a London DJ coming up interested, contact him on 556
life into hoary old Police numbers
James Jazz along with peop_le from 1-D 8959.
like One World and Demolition

ALL!JAZZ
Playhouse

impression , a nd the band don't fish c/w Baby's Got a Brand New
like to see themselves getting Brain is well worth a listen .
Stephen Church (guitar) looks
lumped in with the 'rent-a-hair- .
a mite tired as he struggles out of
cut' psychobi lly crew.
- yes , you guessed it, his lurex 1
They have been the subject of a trousers.
"I've to work at eight tomorrow
most complimentary NME feature, have been played on Radio morning.'" What do you do? " I' m
Forth , R adio Clyde , BBC Scot- a car mechanic in Greenock. " Ah.
land and the John Peel Show. What did they think of the trai nThey even had a bit of their ing college audience?
" Great, fine, OK. Are they
"cheap and nasty" video shown on ·
BBC 2's Whistle Test. So how is going to be teachers?" asks a n
incredulous Bigza. "Fuck me ."
stardom?
Any major plans for the future,
"We'll let you know. "
immediate or otherwise?
They have been know to play
"I'd like a smoked sausage supThe Styngrites have also been
for over two hours, and it is underper ," says George.
accused of "taking themselves
standable that George Miller
seriously". Nothing could be
Suzanne Doran
(lead singer and most distinctive
further from the truth. I know.
haircut) sees the success of their
I've seen these lurex trouser~ first
new single as being dependent on
hand and they don't embody seritheir live shows.
ousness to me. On to quintessential rock stuff. What about the
"The fans love the lurex trousmusic biz?
ers! " I'm told by Bigza later in a
"We' re very wary of it. It's
sweaty dressing-room. "They're a
crooked and complicated ," says
hangover from the days when we
George. I think he's serious there.
used to go on stage dressed as
Captain Scarlett," adds George. I
can see him squirming even as
Would you like to tour
he says this.
America?
"I'd hate it ," says Bigza. "A
The Styngrites are from computer-burger printout and
Greenock and have been playing chips please!"
together for four years. They're ·
into mad thrash rock 'n ' roll, but Their music contains shades of
their quiff city haircuts tend to The Rezillos and The Cramps-in
force association with bands like fact, all things which come under
You can see the invincible, insatiKing Kurt (to whom they have the general heading of wackyplayed support in the past) and dom. The new double A-side able Styngrites on February 1st at
therefore with overtones of single released on Snaffle Records the John Peel Roadshow, Chamaggression. This is a misleading viatheCarte1-ShakeltUp/Dog- bers Street Union.
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Scaling the heights
explosion of styles and colours
hung around the walls and a somewhat aristocratic bohemian assistant encouraging you to brow&e at
your leisure without the persistant
" Can I _ help you please?"
Jay fears this may be rather

The Ivy League specialises in the work of young designers
and has attracted media interest from throughout the
country. Jane Humphries talks to owner Jay Kirkland in
the run-up to next week's fashion show.

der, including her former designer
in residence Chris Dalrymple.
Trying to gain recognition for
designers has been a long hard
struggle and the SDA is not the
only organisation to refuse to take
textiles, fashion and design seri-

The Fashion Show at the
Queen's Hall on January 28th
promises to be something of a visual experience with collections
from 16inventiveyoungdesigners
mainly from Scotland. This is the
latest enterprise from The Ivy _ ._•• ,,.....
League which is at last making a
name for itself in the competitive
fashion business.
The Ivy League has been fea- ,
tu red in umpteen magazines
including Just Seventeen, 19,
Honey and had a one-off slot in
Channel Four's "The Tube".
However recognition only results
from hard work and determination as Jay Kirkland, the owner
and driving force behind this
apparent success, would be the
first to admit.
The Ivy League was not named
~~irJ~~~~~rf
after that infamous collection of
American colleges but was chosen
because it sounded right. Corny as
it may seem, from a humble start
The Ivy League has every year to
become an important outlet for
creative design clothing, jewellery
and knitware.
It was in 1981 in a club appropriately called JJ 's that the idea for " ,...-......-e.
a design centre evolved. Mixing
,'.:JH~,_...
with "alternative" people Jay rec• a...;;;Jr:i,.,.a
ognised the evident enthusiasm
Printed suit from £SO
and talent of young people but no
evidence of a means to promote Photographer: David Patterson
their work.
Designer: Tessuti
Almost accidentally a project ley, a fashion designer. and realiswas organised resulting in a very ing the potential for a permanent
successful Art on the Dole exhibi- craft centre opened a cafe cum
tion. Here Jay met Sandra Whn- design centre in Niddrey Street.

Designer: Jenny Whittaker
Photographer: David Patterson
ously. A would-be client asked to intimid ating to the gem; ral publ ic
see "real " designer clothes , who a re more at ease in a less intialmost as if it is necessary to be a mate environment, one where
'name' before you are considered they know they will find what they
a designer. The labels may not a re looking for. The Ivy League 'read as impressively as St. Lau- creates fo r the impulsive buyer.
rent , KleinorYamamoto butthen Out of the entire stock perhaps
o nl y one a rticle will appeal but the
neither do the price tags .
The shop is deliberately alter- fun is in the search.
native. Walking into The Ivy
Clothes should be as individual
League is almost like walking into as the pe rson wearing them. They
an art gallery for clothes. The a re a statement , an expression of
effect is created by a square ope n moods, and the variety of styles,
room with a large wooden table co lours and textures in T he Ivy
in the centre littered with busin- League certainly cater for a wider
ness papers and surrounded by an audience than you may expect.

This pro1ect, ottenng Scottish
arhsts an opportunity to publidse
their work, proved uneconomic as
more coffee was consumed t_han
mone~ made. The harsh realities
of business became obvious--:- in
order to survive the cash register
has to nng.
.
Despite the Scottish Development Agency refusing to acknowledge The Ivy_ League as_ an Art
Centre, thus withholding financial
assistance , Jay mo~ed to 47 _West
N1colson Street. She continued
her venture alone and specialising mainly in designer clothing. . .
The Ivy League continued its
philosophy of promoting young
designers , trying to make the publie aware that serious designers
are resident in Scotland and that
there is life in the fashion world
North of Watford.
The shop has taken another forward step and is concentrating on
classic cuts and unconventional
cuts. However , Jay states that the
basic philosophy behind The Ivy
League is still the key motivation.
Functioning as a focal point and
contact centre for young unknown
designers is still the most important aspect of the shops existence.
Jay has created a niche for herself as an agent, providing information
for
designers
and
wholesale materials as well as providing a place to display and sell.
This facility is severely lacking m
Scotland and has resulted in the
mass eioctus of many promising
young hopefuls south of the bor-

Balldress from £60

Letters Extra

KB -

·

George Square

bad enough without cutting this
Dear Student,
The issue of cutting the mini- line of communication. Evidence
bus service between King's Build- of this is found in petty personal
ings and George Square is carried attacks often heard from students
on the undercurrent of a more in both camps. How many times
fundamental problem : namely the. have 'scientists' been condemned
"North-South Dichotomy" within as dull. serious stereotypes? How
often are the Arts and Social SciEdinburgh University .
The location of the Science ences dismissed as 'arty-farty nonFaculty one-and-a-half miles or so sense'? Why do students whose
to the south of the main campus only contact with KB is a game of
tennis one afternoon proclaim the
leads to a number of drawback.
campus as a lifeless labyrnth?
I believe that I am at Edinburgh
Many science students take
courses from the Arts and Social University and not at 'King's
Science faculties . for example Buildings Polytechnic', and so I
Management Science or Fine Art. hate to see one half as cut off as it
Often the student will have a is. Any proposed cuts to the minilaboratory class right up to the bus service a re just an aspect of a
time of the lecture . The prac- larger problem. as is the division
ticalities of getting from an after- between KB Union and EUSA. Is
noon lab to a 5 pm lecture are it not time to end this splendid isomade considerably easier through lation?
Nigel Robinson.
the service. Also . trips to George
Square
are
required
for
background reading and research ,
like for example in Industrial
Management. The current provi- Dear Student.
sion for travelling expenses would
As we are now into ·the Rugby
not. I suspect. compensate for any Union international season. I feel
bus fares paid for this reason.
I must comment on the attitude of
The King's Buildings campus . many of the people who attend
being located in a largely residen- rugby internationals at Murtial area. is relatively deprived of a rayfield.
Unfortunately , the
variety of shops (despite Cameron majority of people who attend the
.Toll), pubs and cultural venues. . games at Murrayfield have very
My own experience is that J-0ften little interest in Rugby Union as a
need to travel towards George game, but merely attend because
Square for shopping. for meeting it is a great social occasion. The
friends in other faculties or for game merely plays a small part in
getting to the- main sports the whole weekend , fitted in betfacilities.
ween drinking sessions. There
For these reasons I would _a re. it is true, many fans who
suggest that the mini-bus is jus- - either play regularly or spectate at
tified beyond the original pur- matches, but a great number of
poses cited in last wi:ek's Student. people there will never have been
The ·isolation of KB students is at a club match, the two interna-

P. W. Hullah speaks out
Dear Sir, Just to clear up a point of fact.
The Lloyd Cole song, ' Minor
Character' - subject of some
debate in recent issues of your
newspaper- is, I believe, loosely
based upon the book Minor .
Characters, the memoir of Joyce
Johnson, an inconsistently executed piece of Beat biography, the
main interest of which lies 'in its
account of the somewhat stormy
· the
relationship
between
authoress and the American writer and poet, Jack Kerouac. They
met in January 1957 on a blind
date arrangeo by the poet Allen
Ginsberg, less than a year before
the publication of Kerouac's most
famous and very influential novel,
On The Road.
Cole's song wc>uld appear to be
a romanticised and rather
generalised explorative summary

of Joyce Johson's text. He places
her as heroine, Kerouac as hero
and, more interestingly, himself
as implied narrator of the discourse as a whole , the invisible
poetic personality, subject of the
enunciation, yet also he inhabits
the work as a subject of the
enconce, a character with his own
subordinate discourse, indeed a
-'minor' character.

AUT lose
respect

Paul William Hullah
Christian and Pre-Raphaelite.

Dear Student,
Whilst one accepts the majority
of the .teaching and administrative
staff at this university, and 'probably a large numbe r of other provincial universities, do a very
good job, the AUT strike this
Wednesday hardly increases one's
respect for them.
Industrial action , if o ne can
apply that sobriquet to academic
inaction , is not something that
one expects mentors io engage in ,
it is the action of the selfish and
the greedy and not the action of
those employed to tum young
men and women into learned and
loyal subjects.
Please one expects no exam~le
from the likes of the NUM or its
power-seeking hie rarchy one has
a right to expect a little more from
educated and responsible human
beings.
Thomas Case.

tionals a year being their only real
contact with Rugby Union ,
This can be greatly contrasted
with the situation in football there are very few people at
Hampden who don't support a Dear Student ,
club side and attend their ' I would like to complain about
the appalling standard of jourmatches .
My message for all you people nalism exhibited by Martin Quinn
who htink that Rugby Union con- in his review of Mr McNicol's artisists of two weekends a year is that cle. I fear that Mr Quinn has sucyou should be actively supporting cumbed to the emotionally
the game at grass roots - go and paralysing disease of both comsupport a team (the University pletely missing the point and then
has a team worthy of support). If proceeding to take the missed
you do not then you are helping point personally.
Surely more than a preliminary
the game to die , and you have no
reading of the article would reveal
moral right to go to Murrayfield.
it not to be a review of the album
Yours sincerely,
lain Catto. itself but rather of the whole

Young Upwardly Mobile Rebel
clique which Lloyd Cole so
epitomises. This acne-free grouping would, I'm sure, welcome
even Mr McNicol's embittered
criticisms in the worthy cause of
earnest self-examination .
.
I trust that on realising his
th
e
error· Mr Quinn will 'do
dece~t thing' and confine himself
th
to a Habitat chair forthwt ·
Please ensure these substanda rd
pieces do not recur.
Indignantly yours,
Geoff,

Rugger a social occasion

Minor Characters by Joyce
Johnson is published in Britain by
Picador Books and it is to this
work I suggest readers and listeners turn for further enlightenment. It is a difficult book to get
hold of, but I own an unmarked
copy whiuch I am willing to sell to
the highest bidder, or alternatively I will swap for any Dire
Straits pix.
Yours sincerely ,

In defence of McNicol

The auld alliance
This Friday, a new Seo~ version of Moliere's play "Tartuffe" opens at the Royal Lyceum.

Jsh~el Matheson talks to Liz Lochhead, who translated the play, about her involvement in the
proJect.
"Tartuffe" by Moliere has had
·its fair share of controversy in its
history . First written in 1664 it was
immediately attacked by the influential purita nical fact io n of the
day because it strongly criticised
religious hypocnsy . It was banned
from being performed and
Moliere spent the subsequent fo ur
years fighting to have the poay
staged.
Nor has the controversy surrounding Moliere's p lays abated
in the modern age. In recent years
a new trend has emerged from the
plays staged in Scotland, instead
of the conventional translations
fro m French into standard
English, some Scottish productions of Molier have been performed in the modern Scots
dialect. The new production of
"Tartuffe" at the Royal Lyceum
follows in the steps of its predecessors.
The play was translated by poet
Liz Lochhead , currently writerin-residence at Edinburgh University. Liz's involvement with
the play began a year ago when
she was occupied by another
Lyceum project , Dracula. She
mentioned to Hugh Hodges, currently direct of "Tartuffe", how
she would like to do a translation
of a play , and hey presto "Tartuffe" landed in her lap .
Originally the intention was not
to translate the play into Scots but
to get away fro m the "pappy
English '; versio ns o f the play
She wanted a Scottish slant
because she felt the language contained much of the "spit-it-out"
quality of the French o riginal. Liz
Lochhead translated the play
armed firstly with a simple word
for word prose translation , courtesy of Higher French , then bY.
going back to the F rench for tlie

"guts and fl avour" of the pl ay.
T here is a certain earthy quality
abo ut Moliere's characters which
exploited to great con:iic effect.
T his aspect of the French playw-

versations that go on around us at
the bus-stop , in the school, in the
work-place .
Like Moliere's o rigin al, Liz
Lochhead's translation of "Tartuffe" rhymes, indeed the challenge of translating into rhyme
was the first thing which attracted
the Glasgow poet to the project.
Liz believes rhyme adds something to comedy:
"The very act of thyming makes
us laugh. Rhymes are a basic
comic device. It is funn y fo r us to
see the messy old world fi t into
rhymes."
Not that the play is merely
about comedy as Liz well knows.
Much of the stage action revolves
around two basic aspects of
human life , love a nd money, as
such it does have a darker side . In
the past the play has been
descri bed as depicting "a policestate mentality" , Liz would agree
with this assessment. She fi nds the
play "very political" and thinks
her translation has not o bscured
the moral side of the tale .
A week before the play's
opening s he confesses to being.
very nervous and wondering how
she ever fo und the play funny.
Reflecting on what she has gained
from her involvement in "Tartuffe" she says she has benefited
from working so closelr with
· another pl aywriJ?ht's work as it
gave her the chance to really study
the craft of writing plays. She
regards this as particularly beneficial as she has always fo und difficulty in the putting-together of a
play. She looks upon the "Tartuffe " experience as another step
upon the road to accomplishment
she seeks iii her own work.
" l am thirty-e ight . I don't
think l have reached my best not yet. "

son will n eed e ithe r a tran spl ant or so m e fo rm o f
dialysis.
Haemodialysis involves using
an artificial kidney machine usually three times a week for between three a nd six ho urs a time.
The alternative is a method ( developed within the last decade)
called Continuous Ambulato ry
Pe~itoneal
Dialysis (CAPO)
which requires the draining of
fluid in and out of the abdomen
four times a day, every day. Both
these methods remove the waste
products of the body's daily
metabolism fro m the blood and
tissues which would otherwise kill
the patient within a couple of
weeks. Both treatments have
thei_r plus and minus points - the
choice of either having several
feet of P.lastic tubing sticking out
of your abdome n and risk getting
pentonitis, but eat well , or else
stick needles the size of pencils'
into your arm three times a week
and eat a very .restrictive diet.
E1therway, the laughs are few and
far between.

Opinion

sity. A series of GM motions covering students' financial welfare,
higher education funding, and the
teachers ' disputes, will at last take
the subject out of the realm of pure
self-interest and address the wider
implications of this government's
attack on education as a whole. At
last we are facing ourselves with
the necessary question: " Why educate at all?"
The question is necessary
because Sir Keith has already
found his answer, and In doing so
has imbued his position with a
political philosophy which gives it
coherence. Persistently in recent
years educational issues have been
discussed in terms of money,
because those are the terms of
reference laid down by Sir Keith.
He has made his position clear
more than once. For him, educa•
lion per se is of little or no
economic benefit. So his whole
attitude to education is characterised by a dl!termination to make
the best of a ha djob, promote only
those areas where he can identify
some kind of economic benefit.
For a dedicated Thatcherite like
Sir Keith, this means that the aims
of capital, and not people, come
first. And that in turn means that
the needs of the market must hold
sway.
This philosophy is currently
most. apparent in secondary education, where for some time Sir
Keith's attitude-to the needs of the
less able pupils has been to
demand the inculcation of the
''three Rs" plus discipline. It is a
regimen which satisfies all his
requirements: it should reduce
right's work seems particularly
expenditure, and provide industry
resonant to Scottish audiences·.
with a workforce which not only
This evident from the po pularity
has all the necessary, basic intelof Liz Loch head's own work , with
lectual equipment, but is subserher brilliant exposes of the comic
vient into the bargain. Hence Sir
in the commonplace ; in the conKeith 's attitude to the current
teacher' s dispute in England, during which he had made it quite
plain that he approaches the
teachers' . demands with less
interest in their educational ksills
their
extra-curricular
T he ideal solution for most kid- of the list of countries in the.West- than
ney patients is a transpla nt. Of ern world offering treatment to activities - their role as "warders", if you like.
course the operatio n is not com- people with kidney failure You think I'm exaggereating?
pletely witho ut risk and carries no fewer per capita of po pulation
Then I suggest you have a look at
guarantee of success (64 per cent than any other country bar one .
of kidneys transplanted in 198 1
Chronic under-funding creates the Green Paper on Higher Educawere still working after a year).
two problems - not eno ugh kid- tion, published fast May, which
But kid ney transplantatio n is no ney machines and not enough exactly mirrors these priorities in
longer an experimental procoe- transplants being carried out. In its assessment of tertiary educa-,
dure a t the fo refro nt of med ical the case of transplants it is not that tion.
From start to finish the main
science - about l , 100 transpl ants there are not enough people wilare carried out every year in this ling to carry donor cards , simply thrust of the Green Paper is pro:ountry. And most patie nts with
that there are not enough vided by a Thatcherite analysis, in
re nal fa ilure want to take their facilities. There are only 30 trans- which higher educ:ftion institu: hance to lead a no rm al life again . plant tea ms in the whole country, tions are primarily perceived as
and
commercial
In fact you might well know some- and only five of those employ a industrial
o ne who has had a transplant full-tim e transplant surgeon . Con- hothouses, designed to provide the
there are three studen,ts at this sequently many kidneys which British business community with
university who have had o ne for a
co uld be used to drastically ideas, research facilities, and
start . H owever, not everyone is so
improve, even save, the lives of trained manpower.
There are one or two vague dislucky .
patients are just wasted . And as
The NHS is meant to provide for the shortage of kidney. clainiers about the humanities,
adequate medical therapy to all its machines, that again is a question and the wider aims of education,
citizens. But the financial squeeze of econo mics and of health spend- but they amount to no more than a
is o n andmany peopleare dyingas ing priorities. H eaven help you if handful of paragraphs in the space
a result. One of the areas which is you're a " problem" patient with of 42 pages. Britain isn't producenough
scientists,
severely under-funded is the pro- other medical complications, or ing
vision for those with kidney fai- old. or in some instances a low IQ technologists and engineers, so
lure. A s a result over 1,000 people or a poor command of Engli~h. goes the argument. Both institudie every year. Not because treat- The shocking fact is 1,000 people tions and potential students must
ment is unknown, but because no a year are "de-selected", that is to be forced to look increasingly to
treatment is made available for say refused treatment and sent industry for funding. Hence they
them .
home to die because there are will have to gear their work to sciBritain used to be a world insufficient facilities to treat ence and technology. Research
leader in renal care, being one of them. Surely no doctor should be funding will be targeted selecthe first European countries to put in the position of having to tively, and the whole system must
undertake chronic haemodialysis decide whether a person should be streamlined and made more
as early as 1961. Things are a little live or die when there are proven cost effective, so that it costs the
different today. West Germany , methods of treatment available. taxpayers less.
Oh yes, and freedom of speech
which has a comparable popula- And certainly no patient who
tion , provided dialysis for 15 ,808 could have a meaningful life must be zealously guarded - this
is one of Sir Keith Joseph's perpeople in 1983. In the same year should be condemned to die . 'I'
Britain only treated 8,559. In fact
David Cline sonal bugbears, and in his view a
central criterion for assessin~ the
Britain is virtually at the bottom

The kidney problem
Kidney failure can affect
anyone. Often a person
won 't even know abou t it
until it's .too la te _ t h ere are
usua lly no symptom s beyond
f
eeling gen e rally run down
and per hap s head aches o r
itching w hic h cou ld be cau sed
by other much commo n e r
causes. Once the kidneys
have been dest royed _
chronic re nal fai lure - a p e r-

Next Monday 's General Meeting, kicking off Education Action
Week, marks an important step
forward for the education debate
among the students of this univer-

performance of individlllll institu·
lions. Again, there is that hint of
authoritarianism, that demand
that we respect our elders and
alleged betters. Again, as with the
schools, the demand is for docile ·
industrial fodder.
All this stems from the government's insistence that education
must, like all other areas of public
expenditure, be assessed according to a rigorous definition of value
to the marketplace.
Those of use on the other side of
the fence, however, have failed
utterly in attempts to establish any
alternative philosophy in the public perception. Frankly, it is difficult to be sure that we have one to
offer.
So far the only fundamental
principle articulated by the education lobby which has gained any
currency is the . universities'
defence of the "Robbins principle"
- the central tenet of the 1963
Robbins Committee that "courses
of higher education should be
available for all those who are
qualified by ability and attainment
to pursue them and wish to do so".
But since the government are
perfectly explicit in their determi·
nation to amend these criteria, the
philosophical foundation of any
resistance must be taken a step
further. Hence the question: why
educate?
The Robbins principle does not
answer this question. Other
suggestions within the Robbins
report may well come close to the
nub of the matter, but it is worth
remembering that it only applies .
to higher education. Indeed , as a
socialist I find it worth noting that
in 1965 the then Education Secretary Tony Crosland should have
characterised
the
Robbins
perspective as a "snobbish casteridden hierarchical obsession with
university status" .
Crosland, a committed egalitarian, hit the nail on the head . The
aims of education are narrowly
defined even by Robbins, let alone
the Tories. On a utilitarian basis of
the greatest to the greatest
number, education should be
travelling in quite the opposite
direction, opening out to provide
many more opportunities according to a much more literal application of the Robbins principle.
Can anyone seriously say , for
example, that a 16-year-old with
only four 0-grades yet who was
also the best athletic prospect in
Britain would, under the present
system, be guaranteed funding for
specialist educatio11 opportunities
up to the age of 21? Assuredly not
- what then of their "ability and
attainment"?
The key is the pursuit of excellence. It sounds elitist, but isn 't.
The vast majority of us, it is my
firm conviction, have the potential
to excel at some activity - though
it may fall outside the current
framework of what is !'academic" ,
i.e. valuable.
Educational
opportunities
should be widened to encompass
;many more skills and abilities and
so allow many more people to live
.life to the full. Moreover, these
activities should be undertaken in
a truly open environment,
epitomised by the ideal-if not the
practice - of the comprehensive
school.
Why? Because such a system is
truly egalitarian - not in terms of
the Green Paper's "rewarding
career", but in terms of human
dignity. When each of us knows we
have maximised our talents, we
can stand up beside anyone and
know the meaning of self-respect.
Free from educational intimida·
tion and narrow definitions of
value, our society can only take on
a more positive and claMless face.
Looking at the division and
antagonism prevalent in Britain
today, that can only be a good
thing.
Iain Cameron
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Our man in the Alps
Amidst the flood of Austrian
celebration which, win or lose ,
perenially enshrines the Hahnenkamm-Rennen weekend , the
British standard was seen to
bravely jostle for attention , with
the drought of success on skiing
most famous mountain finally at
an end.
Martin Bell , a once George
Watson schoolboy, finished acreditable
14th
in
Friday's
rescheduled downhill and so
become the first British skier ever
to score a World Cup point at
Kitzbuehel. His position was
earned in the last third of the
course, which he skied a full second faster than Erwin Resch, who
like Bell is a member of the
Fischer ski team. Resch however
was to finish second overall to his
Peter
fellow · countryman
Wirnsberger ; a double act which
when encouraged by a 25,000
strong supporting cast , produced
a fitting encore the following
afternoon.
" Both Erwin and I benefited
from the righi ski preparation on
Friday, and Erwin made fuller use
of this in the middle section,"
explained Bell "But I will eventually bridge the gap between the
top skiers and myself; otherwise
what is the point of continuing? I
know I have the potential."
Originally from England , the
Bells move.ct to Edinburgh so that!
Martin his younger brother
Graham could benefit from the
closer proximity of natural skiing.
At 13, Martin was picked to represent the British Junior Skiing
Team and a year later he was
offered the opportunity of schooling in Austria. This opportunity
was obvious ly explo ited to the full
as within 12 months he was establishing himself in the Senior
British Ski Team.
Bell's progress is subject to
resentment from those who feel
that given the same backing they
could have been more influential
ambassadors. But Martin Bell
isn·t lacking in self-confidence,
''I've proved myself throughout
my five years on the circuit. In the

sponsorship if their participation
in World Cup racing is to be a profitable one.
Bell is undoubtedly the hottest
property in British Skiing but
superlatives earned by your team.
mate's default do little for the
vidual's marketability. He can
however visualise a possible
breakthrough in finding a company to sponsor his helmet which
at present only boa~ts a ' Union
Jack' emblem. But even underthe
most absolute sponsorship deals
associated with the Wirnbergers
.and Zurbriggens , World Cup.
skiers as Bell admits are not in
"the same league" as the professional amateurs of athletics.
Financial concerns are neglected however during the·
Hahnenkamm-Rennen weekend ,
which metaphorically is the peak
of the World Cup calendar. Snow
fell snow on snow but to cancel the
most celebrated event in Autria's
sporting calender merely because
of the weather is as unthinkable as ·
postponing the last night of the
Proms because it coincided with
some company's AGM. However
the Gods intervened , lifting the
clouds and avoiding a dilemma.
-In particular the pilgrims cheer
for Erwin Resch, the square
jawed Austrian who.has assumed
the mantle left vacant by Klammer and has become the hero all
Austrian youngsters seek to emulate. Resch is again beaten by
Wirnsberger but Austrian double
mixes well with all the doubles
J he slope described as "the White Cliffs of Dover piled on top of each other. "
, already consumed and when the
British qualification races I was nasty falls over the years."
many all that was good in Euro- action shifts to the town bars it is
coming consistently second to
In Kitzbuehel, the British were pean racing). As Bell explained essentially the occasion that is
Conrad." Whilst quick to protect based at the same hotel as the ·'We're good friends with most of remembered (if anything) and not
himself against the criticism that American team (Billy Johnson the competitors especially the the result.
the British Ski Team is subjected inclusive). Proof indeed of the English speaking teams ; Steven
The Kitzbuehel weekend, with
to little internal competitivepres- friendly atmosphere of mutual Lee and the Australians for its splattering of fur , champagn,e
sure. Martin is warmly apprecia- respect that now acco mpanies the instance. If you ask me why I'm
and royalty is undoubtedly the
tive of the influence of Bartelski in men 's curciut. The anomosity bet- not homesick it is because this is most glamorous of the circuit.
his ascendancy up skiing's World ween the Austrian and American the only home I know now; I've The competitors however like to
Cup ratings. "Just travelling the camps was apparen tly eased by · more friends here in the circuit boast of a differing perspective.
circuit with Conrad gave me a per- the American hospitality last year than I do in Harrogate."
As Martin Bell , not before
fect insight of what I should at Aspen and the retirement of
The British Ski Team are spon- apologising for the cliche, admits:
expect in the future seasons. It Klammer. (His mere participasored by Gordons Gin; an associa- "It's just the job for us". Perhaps
was an ideal apprenticeship tion that allows the skiers to exist , then Kitzbuehel provides that
tion provoked nationalistic feelalthough of course he hated the mg, not because of his personality
but little more. Individual skiers extra job satisfaction. "
Hahenkamm - it gave him some_ but because he represented to
must then look towards further

Britain's ski hopes are currently focused on Martin Bell
who is enjoying a very successful season. Dave Yarrow
spoke to him in Kitzbuehel where Bell had a good weekend
on the toughest run of the international circuit.

Free Holiday to Tignes
Donated by Ski an Do and the
Edinburgh Travel Centre
1gnes has been variously,described as the "ultimate in skiing" and "th
uivalent or 20,000 football stadiums". Al 2,000 feel it is reliable fo
ow and is popular with skiers throughout Easler and the summer.
Student is offering you the chance to win a 7-day holiday for lwo,
ying from Edinburgh on the 12th April. The package is worth almost
and has been donated by Ski an Do and lhe Edinburgh Travel
entre.
Answer the questions below and either send or bring the e_ntry form t
he Student office al 48 The Pleasance, lo arrive by Monday 27th
anuary. There will be a prize draw from lhe correct entries before th
nd oflhe month.
Where were the last Winter Olympics held?
Whal is "Langlauf'' when practiced by many British skiers?
Which other popular resort is Tignes' neighbour?

Answers:

I.
2.
3.
ame ••• ••••••••••• ••••••• ••••••.••••••••••••• •••••••• ••• •••••••• ••• ..•. ••••••••••••• •

ddress ..................................... .............. .... .......... ..... ..... .. .

........................................ · .................................... .
el.No.
atriculalion No. . ....................................... .

Scotland foil foul France
Scotland 18
France 17
Much has already been
written about Scotland's victory o.ver F~ance, most of it
applauding their performance and rejoicing in a "deserved"
if
unexpected
triumph. The French had
hitherto been portrayed as a
vastly more experienced side,
and probably favourites for
the five nations championship . .
. Closer analysis reveals however
that the two teams were remarkably evenly matched . Despite Scotland·s inclusion of "young blood" ,
the average age of both teams was
27. and players on both sides had
won an average of 14 caps each.
·Fr·ance had a slightly heavier
scrum. Scotland a slight height
advantage in the lineout, where
they won more possession. The
two most obvious advantages lay
with France; Scotland had six
playe rs making their international
debuts , the French just one, while
the skill of the French backs far
exceeded that oftlieir opponents.
Admittedly Scotland started as
badly as any team could, conced-

ing a ludicrous try within seconds received the ball , while Duncan
of the kickoff, and they should be kept himself warm bY. m·aking
credited for fighting back as well
crunching tackles on Esteve.
as they did. Yet the French conThat the French backs did not,
ceded eleven very kickable penalreally gain control of the game
ties of which Hastings converted
was due to the solidity of the Scotonly six. Seldom· can an interna- tish pack . The French en joyed the
tional side have shown themselves majority of possession, but sel·,
to be quite as undisciplined as this dom did they have time enough I_O
French team did, with Dubroca
create an incisive break. This
the French captain, leading by reflects well on the Scottish forexample when he kneed Deans in wards , whose efficient spoiling
the groin in front of the referee.
and speed to the breakdown of
The French radio commentator play kept them in the game.
and
former
international,
Though the game was hardly filAlbaledjo , on -my left made no led with classic rugby , the misattempt to conceal his fury.
takes and volatility of the two
Gavin H astings proved uncer- teams ensured that it was interest-.
tain under the high ball and was ing; late tackles seemed _t0
inadvertently responsible for both ,abound, Campbell-Lamerton givFrench tries; first by kicking the ing the pefectillus'iration wheti'he
ball straight into touch from the flattened Blanco and received no
start, aHowing the French to reprimand. The French suppor·
counter, second by missing a ters showed remarkable good
tackle on Blanco, who was then humour iri defeat , giving a hearty ·
able to give a scoring pass to Sella.
rendition of the following song,
His kicking record was less than which I shall not attempt to transimpressive. and in the last five late for fear of losing the imphca·
minutes he missed a kick that tion of the innuendos.
would have given Scotland valuable breathing space.
On aperdu
Laidlaw
and
Rutherfored On /'a dans /'cul
proved no more than a sound half- On va tirer un coup
back combination, and rarely did
Jon Zilkha
they-pass the ball along the threequarters . I doubt if Baird ever

Mac-nificent
Last Sunday an assortment
of sportsmen and sportswomen drawn from clubs as varied as weightlifting and
canoeing, basketball and
judo, gathered at the Pleasance Sports Centre to participate in the Sportstars
Competition.

fortable winner ·and a gutsy performance by Jennie Carlton gave
her top points in the ladies.

The entry was slightly down on
Jast year, particularly in the
ladies, but the overall standard
was again impressive.

The closest event of the afternoon was the men's basketball
with less than a second separating
the top three, Huw Owen ,
Graham Forsyth and Richard
MacAlh.im .

The day began at the ungodly
hour of 8.30 - not to be recommended after a rugby intema-.
tional - with four lengths of the
Infirmary Street baths. The
judges experie~ced rather dramatic problems with the PE Department's stopwatches but were
eventually able to ascertain Anne
Leishman and Kevin Reynard as
the two winners.
Competitors moved on to the
less physically demanding but
very tense atmosphere of the
lower gym for the target golf
event. Here D avid Rickman
scored on all his shots but one ,
and deservedly
picked up
maximum poi nts.
This was followed by the toughest event of the day - a two-mile
run through Holyrood Park.
Robin Strang emerged as a com-

The leader going into the
clubhouse at lunchtime was Dave
'you ain't seen nothin yet'
Rickman and unfortunately we
didn't see much more from him
after lunch either.

Richard , having had a good
morning , surged up through the
field in the early afternoon with
victory in the hockey , followed by
second place in the basketball and
third place in the badminton , giving him an unassailable lead.
Dave Campbell and James
Lush won the badminton and
squash respectively.

Brazil nuts

Hector Pinnington pulled off
the most spectacular win of the
day with his 92 press-ups in a
minute . Robin Strang's second
place pushed him up to second
position overall for the competition, slightly ahead of Kevin
Reynard.

EURFC 21 Kelso II 3

After the disappointment
of having a league match
abandoned 15 minutes before
time when they were leading,
E<\iqburgh showed last Saturday' that they are back on the
Not only were the standards right path to remaining in the
high in all the events but perhaps Third Division of the National
more importantly it was the tre- League.

mendous amount of camaraderie
amongst the competitors which
made this such a memorable day.
Anne , Lilian , Richard and
Robin will go on to defend the
team Sportstars Championship in
Glasgow on 1st March.
Craig Stewart

Superteams
Has your club captain entered a
team for the Superteams competition on 23rd February? If not ,
enter one yourself.
Teams will consist of eight
members and will be mixed, and
likely events will be swimming,.
running , basketball, netball and
gynastics.

Going into the last event, the
gym tests , Anne Leishman , Jennie Carlton and Lilian Monaghan
were all placed on identical
points. It was Anne , in front of a
large audeince, who notched up a
If you are interested leave your
highly creditable gym test score name and telephone number in
and emerged as the eventual win- the Sports Union office.
ner .

It was a windy morning at Peffermill and Edinburgh were up
against it in the first half. However, some good forward rushes
took Edinburgh into a good position. The pressure told on Kelso ,
allowing Dave Marshall to open
the scoring with a penalty. Aided
by the wind Kelso then pinned
Edinburgh back deep in their own
half. Although the defence was
good , some careless penalties
were given away and one of these
allowed Kelso to tie the score
going into half-time.
In the second half some good
tactical kicking kept the pressure
on Kelso. The best aspect of the
forward play was the lineout with
some good jumping from Dave

On Saturday EU 1st XI
bounced back from the pain
of defeat experienced so
excruciatingly the previous
week to defeat Whitecraigs,
not only one of the strongest
challengers
in
National
League Division III but also a
side the University had not
scored a victory over for a
number of years.
The first attack of the game produced the best individual goal
scored by an EU player so far this
season. Macleod latched onto a
rare ball from the right and proceeded to waltz as usual round
three or four opposing defenders.
As the rest of his team joined in a
chorus of "Pass the ball you fanny-

head" (an anthem usually ceremoniously reserved for such occasions) Macleod replied with a brilliantly placed stroke which left the
goalkeeper with no chance . The
University capitalised on this
splendid opening, giving Whitecraigs little oppoflunity to get into
the game.
Mention must be made
of the defence were Marmend and
McFarlane showed a discipline
and commitment which unquestionably rubbed off on the rest
of the side. In the second half the
University played with some ·
determination at least until Williams (now questionably Edinburgh University's finest athlete
since Eric Liddel) struck a perfect
shortcorner to give his side a two
goal lead. Towards the end of the
game the University relied on the

There was a real pastoral
flavour to Saturday's Scottish
Universities Cross-Country
Championships at Stirling. A
herd of cattle flanked the first
section of the course, but the
distinctive smell that is
associated with these beasts
the
failed
to
dampen
fine goalkeeping of 'Jesus'
Clarkson and some fine umpiring enthusiasm of the highly
(Welcome back, Ken: all is forgi- strung competitors.

IQi The downs of
Last weekend Edinburgh
·University played two important matches, one in the
League and one in the plate.
On Saturday they faced
Moray deep in teuchter land,
a team the University had
beaten earlier in the season.
Edinburgh started the first set
confidently, taking the first set 15l 1. Th_eir fortunes changed in the
5econd when "Old Bob" and "Fat
Belly" John Burgess were
replaced by Kenny Lang and Bill
Skelly. Moray controlled the sec~nd _s~t , taking an early lead , and
UTVtvmg a spirited comeback by
the University, finally triumphed

15-13.
The third set was a truly exciting affair, lasting 33 minutes , and
despite some strong_hitting by
Smith and Swanson, Moray's concentration was not to be broken.
The third set was lost 15-13, and
Edinburgh's morale never recovered, finally losing by 3 sets to 1.

ven) to see them through . Man of
the match goes to Steven Wise
who made a faultless, debut at
left-back replacing the injured
' Orangeman' Osborne.
On Sunday the good run continued when the side defeated a
full strength lnverleith side currently challenging for promotion
to Division I. Another well taken
goal by Macleod won the day.
Therefore all in all it was a highly
successful weekend. Indeed, if
lessons from the previous week's
debacle have been learned there is
no reason why the side cannot
increase its points tally in the
forthcoming national
league
games.
Syd

It is good to see some spirit and
humour to win back in the side.
With the Brazilian tour squad
named soon competition for
places is keen. This newfound
determination must be kept up if
they are to secure their place in
the Third Division and take on
Brazilian teams with confidence.
Terry Jones

Got the runs

Macleod the magicia;n.
EUMHC 2 Whitecraigs 0

Dawson and Pete Young. Subsequent peels around the front of
the line gained Edinburgh much
ground with good linking between
the back row and Mike Scott at
scrum-half. The pack roused the
tempo and a third-phase ruck ball
allowed Ceri James (will this be
the first time anybody gets his
name right?) to force his way over
from five yards out. This gave
Edinburgh some confidence and
some strong and imaginative running by the backs led to two good
tries. Dave Marshall timed his
runs into the line well and his
reliable left boot put over four
successful kicks out of four.
Although Kelso came back well ,
stout defence kept them out leaving the final score at21 points to 3.

Surely there can be nothing
more insoirational and heartwarming than watching the creme
de la creme of Scottish students
battling their way around a physically demanding two-mile course?
The fun began at 2 pm with the
women ·s race , although alas, the
majority of the would-be spectators refused to leave the comfort
and warmth of the University bar.
A pint of beer and a front seat by
the television seemed to be more
appealing than the excitement of a
group of students wallowing in
mud. Lynn MacDougall of
Strathclyde made light weather of
the sti'cky conditions, thundering
home with no other competitor in

J
volleyball

sight!
By 3 pm the bar was almost
empty (so I am told!) for everyone
was anticipating the outcome of
the men's race. Predictably.
Robert Quinn triumped in a blistering time of 32.15 minutes . hotly
pursued by those dynamic men in
green. Neil Thin and Paul Dugdale stormed home in second and
third positions, both representing
the Hare and Hounds and defying
the efforts of a pursuing group of
Glaswegians.
Glasgow won the team prize
and they proceeded to celebrate
with a photo session in the bar.
(Posers!) The Hare and Hounds
were proudly announced as runners-up, defeating such rival universities as Aberdeen (they were
strangely quiet, obviously sulking
after the Hearts result!) and Dundee (who were all-mouth-and-nogo!) Finally. as one athlete
proved, alcohol and running do
not complement each other. but I
doubt whether this will influence
anybody in the Hare and Hounds
club!
Carl Marston

Winatlast

EUWHC 2 Trinity 0

before losing 16-14. The sad story
continued: Wester Hailes proving
more positive at the net,
and
finally
running
away
with •
the
match.
In
squandering a total of 6 set points
throughout the match. The University had lost a place in the quarter-finals.

The opposition in the Sunday
plate match were Wester Hailes, a
team composed largely of past
and present University players
and coaches.

_ From the wreckage of a dismal
weekend, there was however an
air of determination that, following voluntary extra-training this
week, the encounter -with HeriotWatt on Saturday will be an
entlfely cutterent story.

Once again the University performance was only mediocre, for
they squandered three set points

Peter Gilchrist
Allan Hendry

In reply to the men's disappointing effort last weekend
when they suffered their first
defeat of the season, the EU
Women's
Hockey Team
started 1986 in style with their
first win of the season - a fine
2-0 victory over Trinity.
Lying in the pits of National
League Division 2. the EUWHC
really had something to prove last
weekend - and prove it.they did!
Urged on by the presence of our
invaluable coaches Gordon and
Jenny, the Uni put the Trinity
defence under strong pressure,
and were rewarded early on with a
penalty corner which was converted from a "set-piece", the

final shot coming from Trousers
Russ.ell.
A lapse of concentration
shortly after half-time saw the
game turn around, and the Uni
defence struggled, but held out
well until the team found their
form again. Another penalty
corner was awarded and converted,' through a different "setpiece". to make up the pair of
Trousers, with help from Granny
and "No-knees".
All that remains to be seen is
whether or not we can maintain
this standard of play to the end of
the season. There's no reason why
not!
JTR
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Sport

@ Stamp of Class
Edinburgh University 1

Postal Utd. 2

The game then settled down
After a 3-0 defeat on Wednesday in the Universities into a scrappy contest with playing
Cup and sitting second bot- ranging from end to end. A
bumpy pitch which had been
tom in the East of Scotland soaked by rain just before the
League, the 1st XI faced a kick-off didn't make for a skilful
strong Postal United team · game of football although Postal's
whose line-up included ex- tactics of a slow build-up seemed
Motherwell.
goalkeeper better suited than Edinburgh's
long balls up the middle which
Stuart Renbie.
Postal took a shock lead in the
first minute when their centre forward intercepted a pass back ,
dribbled round Hastings and shot
into the empty Edinburgh net.
After this Postal continued to put
pressure on Edinburgh, winning
most of the midfield clashes and
exploiting gaps in a very slack
Edinburgh defence .
Edinburgh never gave up try- .
ing, however, and soon equalised·
when Smith sent a long ball forward to Milangavie, who turned
on the edge of the box and shot
past Rennie.

were mostly intercepted by a
strong Postal defence . The tackling was also extremely hard a nd
Edinburgh were reduced to ten
men when Govan had to leave the
field injured . The referee's ideas
of what constituted a foul or
dangerous play were questionable
to say the least , permitting several
rash tackles to go unpunished.

Mitchell,' who came on for
Govan, looked dangerous out on
the left but was hampered by a
shortage of balls from the midfield. Postal's pressu,re paid off in
the 28th minute when after a run
down the left slack marking

Nap hand
EUMHC2ndXIS Inveresk 0
Goalkeepers are as scarce
as vegetarians in abattoirs at
the moment, so it was a considerable relief when John
Clarkson agreed to don the
pads on Saturday. His
absence from the centre of
defence brought Steve Wise in
at centre back. Other absentees meant that the 2nd XI
was obliged to call on the services of Messrs McLeod, Normand and Loughlin from the ·
1st XI and Laurence Gillam
from the 3rds.
The first ten minutes were a bit
hectic but gradually the University took control in midfield and
began to create chances in the
opposition. goalmouth . Mark
Loughlin on the left wing took the
ball clear several times but his
natural generosity to his fellow
man caused him to put the final
shot wide of the goal. Despite
almost constant pressure the only
goal before half-time came from
Ali Gray who drilled the ball
through a crowd of players.
At half-time Laurence Gillam
came on for Mark Loughlin and
proceeded to harass the lnveresk
right back to good effect. Sweeper
Rod Cameron stoically decided to
forego a trip to Murrayfield
despite a maternal ear-bend at the
· interval. Soon after the restart
Norman connected with a cross
and crashed the ball into the net.
Cries of jubilation had only just
_died down when Charlie Ogilvie.

SIR
LESTER

making a welcome return to fo rm ,
slipped the ball past the bemused
keeper. Genial Geoff Savers.
playing ·sans chapeau· this ~eek,
decided to join in the attack and at
o ne stage even looked as though
he would score.
Norman McLeod produced the
. next scoring opportunity when he
was brought down , somewhat
cynically, by the lnveresk goalie
who was not having a happy afternoon . After Norman had picked
himself up and scraped the skin
from his knees off the superturf.
Ali Gray walked up to take the
penalty flick. The bali was very
effectively flicked past the
keeper's right hand and at 4-0 the
2nd XI looked set to record their
biggest league win of the season.
James Laing. who had earlier missed a sitter. put the icing on the
afternoon when he scored the
fifth. This takes his tally to 11
goals in as many games.

Nick Gasebe's novice chasers
are all the rage at the moment·
THE
CATCHPOOL
BOLANDS CROSS have been
entered for races at both Cheltenham and Ayr , and should be
worth supporting. The Upper
Larnbourn trainer also has
HARESCEUGH due to run at
Taunton on Thursday.

allowed a Postal midfielder to
meet the cross unchallenged and
head the ball into an almost empty
net. This stung Edinburgh into
retaliation and they kept Postal
under pressure until half-time .
Postal made the better start to
the second half with Hastings
making several good saves,
although the Edinburgh defence
seemed more able to cope with
the pressure . The second hJ:llf
became the same sort of hard physica l contest as the first with
Postal's right back being booked
in the 61st minute for a rash tackle
on Graham. Postal almost went
further ahead with five minutes to
go when their centre forward ,
who had troubled the Edinburgh
defence all through the match,
shot narrowly past.
Tlie 2nd XI won for the first
time this season, beating Standard
Life 2-l, and the Colts lost 5-3 to
the Civil Service.
Jim Cunningham

every confidence that she will display her true class - anything but
a win here will be a major disap.
pomtrnent.

and

Of seven horses selected
last week, only two went to
post. Outsider Kintbury was
fifth at 25-1, while Coombs
Ditch 'did the business' at
odds of 3-1.
This weekend sees another
Gold Cup hopeful , DAWN RUN,
have her first outing over the stiff
Cheltenham fences. This tough
mare makes the trip across the
water from Ireland and I have

PRIZE

Martin Pipe's string continue to
show good form and he has improving CORPORAL CLINGER
and ne"'.comer ROARK running
at Cheltenham on Saturday.
For punters interested in valueeach-way bets, I suggest SHINY
COPPER, HAVO N AIR and
JUGADOR on Thursday while
Scottish-trained PEATY SANDY
could well collect the major prize
at Ayr on Saturday.

CROSSWORD

Windbreakers
Two weekends ago the
whole of Scotland was cowering from the force 9 gales hitting us.
Except. that is , t;or the Famous
Five from EU Windsurfi ng Club
who had been getting rather
neurotic watching the weather
pattern building up. On Friday .
Saturday and Sunday they were to
be found at Gullane, battling with
huge surf; the conditions were
crazy and took their toll , with
Dave
Nicolaudes
breaking
another mast , Ian Grant being
catapulted through his sail, and
James Winby discovering he
could sail with only half a boom.
Bill Davies amazed everyone with
his vertical nose-dives from height
- he's still in traction from the
back injuries sustained thereof.
The club does sail in normal
conditions as well: they can be
found in the Ochil Room on Wednesday lunchtimes with the Ski
Club.

JC had to make one save as
lnveresk pushed for a consolation
goal and he did well not to lose his
concentration on an fternoon
when he had very little to do. The
final whistle brought an end to the
There will be a meeting of
visitors· agony and relief to cap- . Edinburgh University Boat Club
tain Bill Aird whose new role in i tonight (Thursday 23rd January)
midfield nearly resulted in the loss · at 7.30 pm in the Chaplai ncy
of his breakfast. Let's hope that Centre. It is important that ALL
the team can capitalise on this members should attend if possiexcellent result next weekend ble.
against Civil Service. Finally. 2nd
Training and racing details for
XI ·Haircut of the Year" award
goes to Steve Wise - eat your all crews will be given as well as
information about fund-raising
heart out Vidal'
W.M.A. and social events this term.

ACROSS

DOWN

I. Lennon and mcCartney go for a
bumpy ride at the fiarground (6. 7)
9. Small amphibious reptile in macrer
cosm (4)
11. Salt of the earth in Chile (5)
12. Ruse for an employer? (4)
t3. Bem.oans Parisian streets? )4)
16. Commanding officer in the light
infantry forms bacteria (4)
t7. A form of print(4)
18. Riot around small musical ensem·
.ble (4)
19. Robe for dutch settlers (4)
20. Air duct expresses fury (4)
2'1. Anno domini in French for Middle
East port (4)
22. Deliver the ball at the stump. we
hear (4)
23. South American and a French
point! (4)
25. Garden took progresses dramatically? (4)
·
26. New order's perfect one{4)
28. British Rail <lo nothing about a
group of chickens! (5)
30. An avid but backward viewer sees
arty French film (4)
•
32. Clean nun then fifty about an international link (7. 6)

1. Edinburgh secondary
school's
o rchestra fonns a multinational! (4)
3. 23 of Steinbeck's paradise (4)
4. Covered roof wh ile critically condemned? (6)
5. The Queen. that is. lies atross the
water(4)
6. Many years in a neon sign! (4)
7. ·A rare breed of rock destroys limits!
(6. 7)
8. The quantat ive equivalent of a pair
in vegetation! (4, 2, 3, 4)
IO. Re nders im ~te nt as the cat stars
(9)
12. Rude cover is revealed (9)
14. Rapid progress with drug, commonly (5)
15. Tolerate a small river? (5)
24. Truckle to or tum over George
Lazenby. initially (6)
27. window frame my father wore (4)
28. Husks of grai n found around a
barn (4)
29. Omnipotent French person? (4)
31. Lies off the coast! (4)

Compiled by Graham Lindsay and
Paul Greatrix.

Completed solution;, together with your name and address, should be
handed in to the Student offices at 48, The Pleasance, orput in one of the
red Student boxes around the Unions, by I pm on Monday.The send~r
of the first correct solution drawn will win £5, and the winner's name will
be published in next week's Student.
·

Last week's solution:
ACROSS

13:

I. Anarchy; 4. Italian; 9. Greedy; 10. Priest; 11. Lover ; 12. Petal;
Paths; 15. Disinvestment; 19. Drips ; 21. Sloop; 22. Gable; 23. Eloped,
25. Cartel; 26. Stumble; 27. Settler.

DOWN
I. Angelic ; 2. Reeled; 3. Hay ; 5. Tip ; 6. Loiter; 7. Nettles ; 8. Take the
mickey; 13. Pined ; 14. Sites; 16. Masters ; 17. Stealer; 18. Porn pom;20.
Parrot; 24. Del ; 25 , Che.

WINNER: Arny ljioward , Leamington Terrace , Edinburgh .

